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ABSTRACT

This report presents the results of an analysis of escape system separation techniques
from a maximum heating re-entry trajectory. Four escape capsule concepts appli-
cable to a lifting type flight vehicle were considered. These are (I) a separable-nose
ballistic body; (2) a separable-nose lifting body; (3) a pod capsule; (4) a turnaround
capsule. The objective of the study was to determine the applicability of these cap-
sules and various thermal protection schemes to providing escape capability from
the maximum heating point of a typical lifting re-entry trajectory. The compatibility
of escape techniques developed at the maximum heating point with providing escape
capability throughout the complete mission profile was also investigated. It was
determined that all concepts except the turnaround capsule could provide escape
capability throughout the mission. Separation interface structural criteria and dis-
connect techniques applicable to the four capsule configurations are presented.

11i
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* SECTION I

INrhODUCTION

PrevI="-A ree udlet in-h-eey reGee~t-#,LW
orbital flight vehicles, have proposed as a rrqw escape sys-torn for the flight vehicle,
various versions (lifting, ballistic and combinations thereof) of the separable-nose
escape system concept. Due to the predominate influence of high performance require-
ments upon the design philosophy of the total flight vehicle, it has been a characteristic
of these proposed re-entry escape systems to have a hiigh ballistic coefficient, W/CDA
or to possess a higher wing loading than the primary flight vehicle. InI addition, the
stability requirements of the lifting type separable-nose escape concepts often dictate
a high trim angle for tile escape system, Which upon separation frfomn a flight vehicle
performing at a lower angle of attack r.e-sulis in large capsule oscillations and high trati-
sient heating rates, If the primary flight vehicle is operating a: or necar its maximum
temuperature capability, it is readily conceivable that the resultant escape environment will
exceed the capabilities of those escape concepts utilizing thle hecat protective structure of
tile primary flight vehicle.

The present study was conducted to determine what separation techiniques, if
a ny, canl be Utilized to permit safe escape Under thle severe aerodynlamlic heating condi-
tions described above. In addition, the performance was investigated to determ-ine if the
separation techiniques evolved at the re-entry escape point led to escape capsule recovery
caPability greater thian that of the p~rimary flighit vehiicle and also to determine the comn-
patibility of the r'e-entry escape systeml techniques with respe-ct to providing escapeL
throughout thle mission profile of the primary flight vehicle. A flinal aspect of the Study
was an investigation to determine the availability of realistic Structural design techniques
at the escape caps ule/pr imary flight vehicle separation interface.

Manuscript released by the author October 1964 for publication as an RTD Technical
Report.
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SECTION 2

CONFIGURATIONS AND MISSIONS

2. 1 PRIMARY FLIGHT VEHICLE

2.1.1 CONFIGURATION. The primary flight vehicle considered in the present study is

a single-place boost glide vehicle assumed to be based on current state-of-the-art tech-

nology. A sketch of the primary vehicle is presented in Figure I from which it can be

seen that it is similar to the Dynasoar vehicle and the primary flight vehicle presented

in Reference I. The vehicle has a low, 730 sweep delta wing with a fuselage mounted

above the wing. The wing leading edge has a diameter of. 5 feet. The vertical tails are

mounted on the upper surface of the wing at the tips. The pilot is housed in conventional
aircraft manner in the fuselage forebody. This configuration is such that it can accom-
modate any of the four proposed escape concepts which will be introduced in Section 2. 2

with minor configuration modifications.

The primary flight vehicle is assumed to have a wing loading of 30 psi and. be
radiation cooled. The details of the primary flight vehicle structure will be discussed
in Section 7. 1.

The hypersonic aerodynamic data assumed for the primary flight vehicle are
presented in Figure 2. It was assumed that these data were invariant throughout the
hypersonic regime. The variations in aerodynamic characteristics which do occur in the
hypersonic regime aye of no particular significance to the present study.

The surface material was assumed to be constant over the vehicle except at the
nose. The nose uses a higher temperature capability material since it is at the stagna-
tion point and experiences more severe aerodynamic heating. This is consistent.with
present re-entry glider design philosophy, e.g., Dynasoar. Excluding the nose there-
fore, the peak surface temperature will occur at the wing leading edge over the region
of available trim angle of attack.

2.1.2 MISSION. The primary flight vehicle is boosted by a vertical take-off rocket
into a low altitude earth orbit. As a re-entry vehicle it was assumed that the glider had
trim capability between maximum lift and maximum lift-to-drag. The re-entry corridor
therefore is between a maximum lift trajectory at zero bank angle and a maximum lift-to-
drag ratio trajectory at a bank angle of 45 degrees. This latter trajectory yields approxi-
mately the maximum lateral range capability.

The initial re-entry maneuver is assumed to be accomplished in the following
manner. The vehicle re-enters the atmosphere trimmed to maximum lift at zero bank
angle. This orientation is held through the initial pullout. When a flight path angle of
zero degrees is achieved the bank angle is adjusted so that the vehicle flies a constant
altitude transition trajectory until it intersects the desired equilibrium glide trajectory.

2
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Figure 1 Primary Flight Vehicle Configuration
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Figure 2 Hypersonic Aerodynamic Characteristics -Primary Flight Vehicle
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The primary flight vehicle boost and re-entry trajectories are presented In

Figure 3. Thterv-entry trajectories were "cluated using tl~e a odyttaric daza pre-

The maximum lift-to-drag ratio, 450 bank angle trajectory, is the maximum
heat~ing trajectory. The Leading edge temperature history corresponding to this trajec-
tory is presented in F igure 4. It is seen that the peak leading edge temperature is
3460 R occurring at the following flight conditions:

y .14 degrees

V =21913 fps

1-H 221241

This flight condition Was u1sed as the inlitiat condition for the re -entry escape
perfor nianice studies which will lie discussed in Section 6, 0.

The inlaxiliuni dynamiuc p~ressure during boost is 825 psf occurring at a velocity
of 1800 fps tit ain altitude of 43, 000 ft.

The rCcover-y ceiling Of tile pr7imlary flight vehlicle is iwesellted ill Figure 5. The
recovery ceiling is defined as the locus Of mximumlLI1 apogee altitudes from which thle
vehlile C,11 recover to level flighlt Without Violating its stuctural load factor of)J maxiuni
tenIpe ra1tUrC capability. Ill thle pr1esentL primary flight Vehicle tihe recovery ceiling was
determined by aerodynamic heating considerations. The recovery ceiling was calculated
as8sumling a1 constant augle of attack r'e-entry. A inaXiinoui lift coefficient Of . 667 was used.
im1pr ovemtienlts ill recovery ceiling capability can he achieved by mioduilating the lift. H-ow-
ever, since the primary flight vehicle recovery ceiling is being used in the present study
as a basis for comparison between 0he various escapJe Capsules, the constant angle of
attack maneuver is believed to be adequate.

2.2 ESCAPE CAPSULES

2. 2. 1 GENERAL ESCAPE CAPSULE CRITERIA, Ani escape capsule for a boost-glide
vehicle such as considered in the present study serves two purposes. During normal
flight it serves as the crew and sensitive equipment protective compartment and as the
control center of the vehicle. The crew compartment is designed primarily to accom-
plish this function. Thle second purpose of an escape capsule is, as the name implies,
to serve as an escape system for the primary vehicle. Design requirements dictate.4 by
escape generally serve as constraints on the design of the crew compartment as the
vehicle control center.
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An escape capsule for the primary flight vehicle of the pr'esent study should meet
the following general criteria:

1. The capsule should be capable of providing successful escape through-
out the mission profile.

2. The capsule should not compromise the glider's ability to withstand
air loads, and/or heating loads.

3. The capsule should not significantly compromise the performance or
stability characteristics of the primary-flight vehicle.

4. The capsule should be aerodynamically stable and capable of com-
pletely automatic flight throughout the mission profile since the

capability of the pilot cannot be assured during emergency situations.

5. The capsule vehicle separation interface should minimize separation
interference effects.

6. The capsule should have provisions for a safe impact and in the case
of water impact, flotation devices.

7. The capsule should operate within the human tolerance limits to high
accelerations and tumbling. For the present study the acceleration
limits presented in Figure 6 were assumed and a maximum tumbling
limit of 60 RPM was used.

8. The capsule..hould have provisions for an emergency lift support
system.

2.2.2 STABILIZATION AND CONTROL. The studies of Reference I have indicated the
requirement for an active stabilization and control system for escape capsules. This
system is required to permit orientation while in orbit and to insure that at no time during
flight will human endurance, structural strength or heating limitations be exceeded.

Outside the atmosphere, stabilization and control is achieved with reaction jet
controls. For the present study an Isp of 135 was used for the reaction controls. The
thrust level varied -'ith each configuration and will be described below.

Within the atmosphere stabilization is accomplished aerodynamically. Stability
can be inherent in the basic configuration design or can be achieved with the use of extend-
able aerodynamic surfaces. Control within the atmosphere can be achieved either with
aerodynamic controls, (i. e. , deflecting surfaces) or reaction controls. However, the use

9
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of reaction controls at high dynamic pressure generally requires large thrust forces.
The use of variable deflection aerodynamic surfaces may be required to vary trim angle
and/or increase drag as well as serving as the damping control. From the standpoint of
simplicity, however, which should be an objective of any escape system design, aerody-
namic control surfaces having only one or two fixed positions would be desirable. In the
present study the applicability of both types of control throughout the miss;on are inves-

tigated.

Flap controls were used as the aerodynamic control; however, the qualitative
results obtained with these controls would be applicable also for other types of aerody-
namic controls, e.g., booms.

2.2.3 ESCAPE CAPSULE CONFIGURATIONS. One of the primary factors affecting the
design of re-entry vehicle is the severe aerodynamic heating environment. There are two
principal methods of protection from this aerodynamic heating. These are mass transfer
(i. e., ablation)or radiation cooling. In ablation heat protection schemes a large part of
the heat input to the vehicle is used to melt the ablation material. In order to reduce the
weight of ablation material the vehicle should have high drag.

In utilizing the radiation cooling concept the convective heat flux to the body is
maintained at such a level that the body is kept within its prescribed temperature limits
by the radiation away from the body. This approach is limited by the temperature limits
of materials suitable for use on the vehicle surface. The use of this heat protection scheme
is generally limited to lifting type vehicles since only these type vehicles achieve radia-
tion equilibrium temperatures within the limits of present state-of-the-art surface materials.
Reducing the vehicle wing loading results in higher attitude trajectories which reduces the
convective heat transfer.

In many re-entry vehicle designs a combination of these two heat protection
schemes is used since the temperature characteristics vary over the surface of the ve-
hicle.

In the present study both of these heat protection techniques have been incorporated
in the four escape capsule concepts which were investigated. These configurationr will be
described below and thei, structural aspects will be discussed in Section 7. 1. The con-
figurations as described below were used in the performance analysis. During the investi-
gation of the separation interface and disconnects it was found necessary to make minor
modifications in the basic configurations. These modifications would have some effect on
the quantitative aerodynamic characteristics and performance, but would not change the basic
escape techniques to be used.

2. 2.3. 1 Separable - Nose Ballistic Body. This configuration which is shown in Figure 7
is a blunt configuration which utilizes an ablation heat shield for thermal protection. The
blunt nose of this design will degrade the performance capability of the primary flight
vehicle but is included in this study to serve as a baseline vehicle for the evaluation of the
various other concepts to be investigated in this program.

11
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This configuration is very similar to the ballistic configuration of Reference
I and much of the information of Reference 1 has been incorporated into the present in-
vestigation. The weight, inertia and center of gravity data as taken from Reference I
and used in the performance study are presented in Figure 5.

The ballistic body configuration has both aerodynamic and reaction controls. The
reaction controls consist of hydrogen peroxide reaction jets located as shown in Figure 7.

Trailing edge flaps are used to provide aerodynamic stability and control and
also to increase the drag during re-entry in order to minimize the total heat input. The
lower flap has been split into two parts in order to eliminate rocket exhaust impingement
on the surfaces. It is assumed that these surfaces are deflected automatically to pre-
selected positions which are a function of the position in the primary flight vehicle tra-
jectory. When considering aerodynamic damping in the performance studies it was neces-
sary to use one of the flaps as a damping control.

2. 2. 3. 2 Separable - Nose Lifting Body. This configuration, shown in Figure 8, utilizes
the basic re-radiative structure of the primary flight vehicle as its thermal protection
system. For this reason, the lifting body capsule has the same temperature limits as the
primary flight vehicle. This configuration is very similar to the lifting body configuration
of Reference 1, and much of the information of Reference I has been incorporated into the
present investigation. The weight, inertias and center of gravity of this configuration as
taken from Reference 1 and used in the performance studies are presented in Figure 8.

The lifting body configuration has both aerodynamic and reaction controls. The
aerodynamic controls consist of four flaps located around the body as shown in Figure 8.
The two side flaps are used to provide directional stability and the upper and lower flaps
are used for longitudinal stability and control. It is assumed tha, these flaps are deflected
automatically to pre-selected positions which are a function of the position in the trajectory.
It was found during the course of the investigation that the nominal side flaps shown in Fi-
gure 8 were insufficient to provide adequate directional stability. For this reason the
effects of 30% larger side flaps were considered. This aspect is discussed in more detail
in Section 3. 0 where the aerodynamic characteristics of the vehicle are presented.

Reaction control is provided by six -reaction jets as shown in Figure 8. Two of the
six reaction controls are used for yaw control and the other four are used as both pitch and
roll control. A value of 40 lbs. of thrust per nozzle was used with a specific impulse of
135 seconds.

2.2.3.3 Separable - Nose Turnaround Capsule. This configuration, shown in Figure 9,
utilizes the basic re-radiative structure of the primary flight vehicle with the addition of
an ablation heat shield at the separation plane. This configuration is similar to the body
portion of the lifting body configuration described above. During normal flight the heat
shield is enclosed within the fuselage of the primary flight vehicle. Upon separation during
an escape, the capsule is turned around so that the ablation heat shield is in front. The

12
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puLIrpose Of eNamining tlts C Cofiguration is to evaiuate a vehicle which has high tempera-

ture capability during an escape nanCuVel" as a result of using a blunt ablation heat shield
blut does not compromise the lift-to-drag ratio performance of the primary flight vehicle.
The nominal weight, inertia and center" of gravity '-ita used in the performance studies arc
prescnted in Figure 9.

The turnaround configuration has both aerodynamic and reaction controls. The

aerodynamic controls consist of three flaps located around the body as shown in Figure 9.

The aerodynamic surfaces are required for stability within the atmosphere. Since the

flaps are required after the configuration is turned around their hinge line is located at

the end of the flap nearest the heat shield. With this arrangement, aerodynamic heating

and loading considerations preclude opening the flap until the configuration has turned past

ninety degrees.

The reaction control jcts are located as shown in Figure 9. Two reaction jets
are used to provide control in each of the three planes. A value of 40 lbs. of thrust per
nozzle was used for the yaw and roll controls and a value of 8.) lbs. for the pitch controls.
A specific impulse value of 135 seconds was used.

2. 2.3.4 Separable Pod. This configuration shown in Figure 10 consists of the crew
cabin portion of the forward fuselage and utilizes the re-radiative structure of the primary
flight vehicle for its top surface and an ablation heat shield for its bottom surface. The
ablation heat shield is enclosed within the vehicle's fuselage during normal flight. The
nominal weight, inertia and center of gravity data used in the performance studies are
presented in Figure 10.

The pod configuration utilizes both aerodynamic and reaction controls. Tile
aerodynamic controls consist of five flaps located around the configuration as indicated in
Figure 8. Two lower flaps were used to allow a space for the expansion of the rocket
exhaust. The two side flaps are used to provide directional stability and the upper and
lower flaps are used for longitudinal stability and control. It is assumed that these flaps
are deflected automatically to pre-selected deflections. There is a delay in the deflection
of the lower flap to allow the pod to clear the primary vehicle.

Six reaction jets as shown in Figure 10 are used for reaction control. Two of the
reaction controls are used for control of each of the motions, pitch, roll and yaw. A value of
40 lbs. of thrust per nozzle was used with a specific impulse of 13 seconds.

13
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SECTION 3

AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS

3. 1 HYPERSONIC AERODYNAMICS

3. 1. 1 TECHNIQUES. Hypersonic aerodynamic data was calculated using the Modified
Newtonian Impact theory. An unpublished IBM 7090 computer program was utilized to
determine the steady state and stability derivatives for the configurations without flaps.
Input for this program consisted of defining the configuration as a series of flat plate
segments ard calculating the centroids, areas, and direction cosines of each segment.
The output of this program was curve fitted and used as input to an unpublished IBM 7090
computer program which computes total vehicle aerodynamic characteristics including
flap effects. The flap contributions were determined by curve fitting data of flap shadow
area and centroid location as a function of flap deflection and angle of attack. This data
was then used to determine the trim capability and stability derivatives of the four con-
figurations with the flap sizes and c. g. locations as shown in Figures 7 through 10.

The body alone aerodynamic data, the flap areas and centroid locations were
curve fitted and used as input to the three and six degree of freedom trajectory programs
utilized in the performance investigation.

3.1.2 RESULTS.

3.1.2. 1 Ballistic Body Capsule. Hypersonic aerodynamic data for the ballistic body
are presented in Figures 11 through 15. Moments are referenced about the 62% point
of the centerline length of the vehicle body. The lateral directional stability derivatives
are referenced about the body axis and the longitudinal data are referenced about the
stability axis. The upper flap was used for trim control and aerodynamic damping for
the hypersonic performance studies.

Pitching moment characteristics show the vehicle is longitudinally stable and
can be trimmed between 1 degree and 15 degrees angle of attack for flap configurations
as presented in Figure 11. The pitch derivatives corresponding to these flap configura-
tions are presented in Figure 12.

It should be noted that the lateral-directional. stability derivatives presented
in Figures 13, 14, and 15 are dependent upon the side flaps and not the upper or lower
flaps. All curves are presented for a side flap deflection of 400. The vehicle is direc-
tionally stable, as shown in Figure 13, however the dihedral effect is positive, indicating
that the vehicle is unstable in the spiral mode. This spiral instability could be corrected
by relocating the flaps so the flap centroid was above the center of gravity.

-18
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3. 1.2. 2 Lifting Body Capsule. Hypersonic aerodynamic data for the lifting body are
presented in Figures 16 through 20. Moments are referenced about the 63. 7% point of
the vehicle body centerline. The lateral-directional stability derivatives are referenced
about the body axis and the longitudinal data are referenced about the stability axis. The
lower flap was used for trim control and aerodynamic damping in the hypersonic perfor-
mance studies.

Pitching moment characteristics, as presented in Figure 16, show the vehicle
is longitudinally stable ands:an be trimmed between 0 degrees and 30 degrees angle of
attack.. The dashed curve represents the change in trim characteristics with the use of
an approximately 30% larger side flap necessitated by directional stability considerations
as noted below. Because of side flap orientation on the vehicle body, the flap contributes
a positive pitching moment and the vehicle will trim at approximately 3 degrees higher
angle of attack than the smaller flap at the same deflection. The pitch derivatives
corresponding to these flap configurations are presented in Figure 17.

The lateral-directional stability derivatives are presented in Figures 18, 19,
and 20. All curves are presented for a side flap deflection of 45 degrees. The vehicle
is directionally unstable with the small side flap, however, by increasing the flap area
approximately 30% the directional stability was increased as noted on Figure 18 by the
dashed curve. The vehicle is stable in the spiral mode as indicated by the dihedral effect,
CI S •

3. 1.2.3 Pod Capsule. Hypersonic aerodynamic data for the pod configuration are pre-
sented in Figures 21 through 25. Moments are referenced about the 51. 67 point of the
vehicle centerline. The lateral-directional stability derivatives are referenced about the
vehicle body axis and the longitudinal data are referenced about the stability axis. The
lower flap is used for trim control and aerodynamic damping in the hypersonic perfor-
mance studies.

Longitudinal data are presented in Figure 21. The vehicle is longitudinally
stable and can be trimmed from approximately 5 degrees to 14 degrees angle of attack
for the flap configurations presented.

The lateral-directional stability derivatives are presented in Figures 23 through
25. All curves are presented for a side flap deflection of 40 degrees. The vehicle is
directionally stable but is unstable in the spiral mode. This spiral instability could be
corrected by relocating the side flaps.

3.1.2.4 Turnaround Capsule. Hypersonic aerodynamic data for the turnaround configura
tion data are presented in Figures 26 through 31. Moments are referenced about the
59. 7% point of the vehicle centerline. Because of the large variation in angle of attack,
all data presented are referenced about the vehicle body axis. The lower flap is used
for trim control and aerodynamic damping in the hypersonic performance studies.

19
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F igure 26 preseats the longitudinal data frornian angle of attack of IS0 degrees I
to 40 degrees. The sketch above the curves in Figure 26 shows the sign convention being

4used for aerodynamic data presentation. The solid curves represent data with all flaps
in the closed position. This data is used for the Initial phase of the turnaround matieuver.t
The dashed curves represent data with all flaps exended to 4S degrees. An .xtrapoation
of data to approximately 190 degrees angle of attack indicates the vehicle would be in a
trimmed condition at that point, however, the vehicle is longitudinally unstable and ally
small disturbance would start turnaround in the direction of the disturbance. Figure 27
is a continuation of longitudinal data after the vehicle has completed turnaround. Trim
can be accomplished from approximately I degree to 20 degrees with lower flap deflec-
tions between 30 and 45 degrees. With the lower flap deflected to 15 degrees, the vehicle
will trim at approximately 50 dcgrees angle of attack, however, this data is not presentedi
at highi angles as it is unlikoly that trimi will be required in this attitude. The vehicle is
lon1gitudinatliy stable for all trim conditions aifter turiiaround.

Thle atural-directiunlal stability derivatives areC pJ.rCUitd inl Figures 29, 30,
and 31. All cuIves kYU preCSented for a side flap deflection of 45 degrees. The vehicle is
directionally stable and is stable in the spiral mode as indicated in Figure' 29.

3. 2 SUPERSONIC AERODYNAMICS

3. 2. 1 'fECHI QUi.S. Supersonic ac rotdyna mu ic data for the ballistic body a id l itimng
bod(.Y Configrationis were (eICnICIIIIcd bUy ulsing the data presented( ill Referenlce t fbr fixedI
ftlp deflectil anlgles as L a)Id; basi F 'lopcaracterisqtics' wereC ha sd onl exper i ienitaI dai
onl simlilar conigurationIS (C. g. , References 2 through 5) and the basic data of Referecec
I was theit cori-cuted to yield thi acrodynaick characteristics for the con1figurations with-
ot flaps. T'his data, aklong With the flap data, Was Used aS inpu~tt to al nublished I13M
7090 COMnLpLter prougra tim Which coniputed the acrodynanmic chliractc ristic:3 for the complete
vuehicles at Various a ilgies of attack., flapl dfLeCtionIS alld Macti numberCS.

Because the pod coilfiguration and the ballistic body are simrilar, the supersonic
a.irodlynamic data were determined for the pod capsule by using a ratio of the hypersonic
characteristics for the two configurations as follows:

Cilpod -1B iPL )yesli 0i)

where 
CiB hproi

C. -~ Pod aero coefficient without flaps @W M

C. -B Ballistic body aero coefficient without flaps @ M

C pod - hypersonic - Hypersonic pod aero coefficient without flaps

C'BB - hypersonic - Hypersonic ballistic body aero coeff icient
without flaps
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Flap characteristics of the ballistic body were used for the pod configuration.

The above-mentioned computer program was utilized to determine aerodynamic charac-
teristics for the complete pod configuration.

Aerodynamic dat, for the trajectories were determined by using the flap
characteristics and the body alone data as input for the three degree of freedom trajec-
tory progra in.

A preliminary analysis of the supersonic charactei'istics of the turnaround
.ap.uie indicated that it was more stable (in the heat shield forward position) than at
hypersonic speeds. Consequently, it would be unstable in the sharp nose forward atti-
tude as at hypersonic speeds and tend to turn around. Since it was felt that a turnaround
maneuver executed at maximum dynamic pressure would achieve load factors in excess
of human tolerances, t e maximum dynamic pressure performance was calculated using
the hypersonic aerodynamic characteristics described above. These data would yield
optimistic load factor characteristics. If they yielded excessive load factors, then the use
of supersonic aerodynamic data would only make the situation worse.

3.2.2 RESULTS

3.2.2.1 Ballistic Body. Supersonic aerodynamic data for the ballistic body configura-
tion are presented in Figure 32. This data is referenced about the stability axis and
moments are referenced about the 62% point of the vehicle centerline. The vehicle can
be trimmed between approximately -3 degrees and + 10 degrees angle of attack for the
flap deflections as presented, and the vehicle is longitudinally stable. For the super-
sonic trajectory analysis the lower flap is utilized for trim control and aerodynamic
damping.

3.2.2.2 Lifting Body. Lifting body supersonic data is presented in Figure 33. Data is
referenced about the stability axis and moments are referenced about the 63. 77 point of
the vehicle centerline. The vehicle can be trimmed between approximately -10 degrees
and +10 degrees angle of attack for the flap deflections as presented. This configuration
is longitudinally stable. The upper flap was used as trim control and aerodynamic
damping for the trajectory analysis in the supersonic flight regime.

3.2.2.3 Pod Capsule. Figure 34 presents the supersonic aerodynamic data for the pod
configuration. Data is referenced about the stability axis and moments are referenced
about the 51. 6% point of the vehicle centerline. This configuration is longitudinally stable
and can be trimmed between approximately -3 degrees and +9 degrees angle of attack.
The lower flap was used as trim control and aerodynamic damping for the trajectory
analysis.

3.3 SUBSONIC AERODYNAMICS

3.3. 1 TECHNIQUES. Subsonic aerodynamic data for the ballistic body and lifting
body configurations were determined by extrapolating the supersonic body alone data on
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lhe basis of experimental data of similar coafiguratio!s such as present-ad iafretcea
6truh8. Subsonic flap characterlatici were determinediutesmmaerafo

the supersonic data. The computer program was then utilized to determine the aerody-
namnic characteriaticm of the complete configurations.

Subsonic aerodynamic data for the pod confi-gura-iton aa- 4doter-m-ned by ratioing
the ballistic body data as was done at supersonic speeds. The ballistic body subsonic flap
data was used in calculating the data for the complete pod configuration.

Subsonic aerodynamic data was not generated for the turnaround e'Jpsule since
it was felt that tile gross trajectory characteristics resulting from a turnaround maneuver
would only be slightly affected by the difference in aerodynam-ic characteristics between
hypersonic and subsonic speeds.

3. 3. 2 RESULTS. Figure 35 through 37 present the subsonic aerodynamic for the three
configur1'atiOns., All data are referenced about the stability axis and moment refcrence
points arc the same as noted in Section 3. 2. 2 for each respective configuration.

3. 3. 2. 1, Ballistic Body. The ballistic body data i8 presented in F3igure 35 . The vehiclc
it ts tabic and Call be trimmned between approxlimateky -3 degrees and 11 2 degrees angle of
attack. TIhe lower fbiL) was u,1ed as till C ont rol and( ticrodyinieI dampljinlg in thu traje -

I; ory anaiay-i is.

3. 3. 2. 2 Liftinig Body. Figure 36 pre'sen,1ts the Subsonic data fu.' tile lifting body. 'fil
vehicle can be! t ritniied butween aipVOXilltely -1-il dgrees andI -1-23 de(gr:ees, anl& Of atLtack
for- tue flap1 deflect ions piresUIC ;11e1 atid th vhiCle is loo1gittodinailly Stable. TlhU tippe' flap)
waO, used as timi c at lantd aerodynainic daipig.

31. 3. 2. 3 Pod GaI)suiC. Figure 37 presents stibsonlic data for tile pod coid-iguratloi. Tihe
vehicle is stable above an angle of attack of -30 degrees and canl be trIn iniod between -1
degree and +-15 degrees angle of attack. The lower flap was used for trim controL and
aerodyniamlic damnping ini thle trajectory anlalysis.

3.4 INTERFERENCE EFFECTS.

Previous exper1ience withl separating bodies, e.g. escape capsules, airplane mounted
missiles, two stage missiles ete, have indicated that aerodynam-ic interference betweoen
thle two bodies can have a significant effect onl tihe separation performance. These effects
are quite difficult to treat on an exact basis due to tile complex nature of thle flow field and
the fact that it is tranisient in nature.

The type of interference effects varies depending upon whether separation is
nose separation, or separation of a portion of the vehicle aft of the nose. With nose
separation, interference effects only occur in the aft regions of the body. For separation
of a portion of the vehicle aft of the nose the separating portion is subject to the flow field
of the nose.
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Reference 9 presents the resultsaofan ana-~1. ad qertnmita1
investigation of sepa~ration dynamics including aerodynamic interf arenee effecots.
This rcterence concludes that for nose zeparation in which there is a distinct sep-
aration plane, e. g. no flaps overhanging the remainder of the configuration, there

ucotluded that there was no significant aerodynamic interference effects on either the
lifting body capsule or the turnaround capsule.

The ballistic body capsule however, has flaps which overhang the after-
body and it is therefore subject to aerodynamic interference effects.

The interference results from the flow field which develops over the after-
1bodyV interacting wvith the flaps. The intorference effects were analyzed at hypersonic
speeds only for the uipper flal) which is the largest. This yields a conservative estimate
of the interference effects since it produces the largest pitching moments,. In actuality
the interference effects wouldl he less since the interference pitching mioment on thet
lower flap would offset the uipper flap to some extent.

A schematic of dhe flow field miodul used in the analysis Is given In Fig ure 38
A detacheCd shock forms, ahead Of the ZafterhuOdy and intersects with the flap resulting in
an increase in pressure andtionce a disturbing moment. It wvas assunied that the ) cs
SLIVe UO(fhlcient beInfd thoe shock at the poinit of inters cton with the flap was .1.4'2.
baLsed On free0 4tMti'l Con4tions, Since the shock moves acrosis tile flap ats a functionl
of Hine the Interference ecluets, are transient. Trhe interference pitching mioments were
calculated as a function of time and the results integrated to determinie all effective
pitchl rate of .1I rtad/sce. inl a nlose down direction. This pi)tch rate was incorporated
Into the hypersonlic flight dynamlics Studies as a 111VISOIC of theC aerodynlamlic inlte'fer-
ence0 effects,

The fr- e streami dynainic pressure is much higher at the miaximiumn dynamic
pressure point than In the hypersonic regime which will tend to increase the magnitude
of the interference effects. in the performance studies for thc maximum dynamic pres-
sure escape condition the effects of initial pitch ,.-ates as high as 1. 75 rad/se were in-
vestigated,

The pod capsule is located within the flow field of the nose of the primary
vehicle which results in aerodynamic interference effects during separation. Upon
separation, the pod capsule must traverse this body flow field of the body wvere analyzed
at hypersonic speeds using the analyticl. I model shown in Figure 39. The configuration Is
such that the capsule tends to have a nose down pitching moment when acting in the flow
field from the body nose, In order to determine a conservative value of the nose down
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M

C momett it was assumed that only the forward uppe aiirfao f the aoicdeootri-
buted an aerodynamaic moment. 1f all the suarfacoes were Uoluded the no"e down
momnxt would be decreased. The nose down moment w&8 such that it gave a pitch
acceleration of I'D d-gV~ Teepule -s in the body flow field for about. a

seod hic h ould y "ed--n a&ngula vlooity-of- .&-O-deres-pev- -eond. -2rhia-irter-
f erenve effect was incorporated into the hypersonic flight dynamics studies by assum-
ing an initial angular velocity of -. I rad/sec. at maximum dynamic pressure the effect
of higher initial angular rates which wvould result from the higher dynamic pressure
were investigated in the performance ,5tudies.
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SECTION 4

ANALYSIS TECHNIQUES

This seotion will discuss the analyses techniques used in computing trajectory per-
formance and aerodynamic heating.

4. 1 TRAJECTORY PERFORMANCE

4.1.1 TWO DEGREE OFFREEDOM PROGRAM. A modlification of tn existinig
General Dynamics/Astronautics IBM '7090 digital computer, two degree of freedoml
trajectory analyses program wVUs used in the present study. it wvas used In deter?-
mining preliminary s eparation traj ectories, long time escape traj ectorieus andl
recovery ceiling characteristics. 'rhe basic program Is a p~oint mass nion-rotatig
earth traje.,ctory program. For use In this escape study the following modifications
were introduced:

I .A constant value of uscapc r'ocket thrust. for ai iresul uctud burnminmg

2, Initial bank angie and( preseulected i'oli rate to a deired final bank

I.'io lif~t coucliedcent as5 a lietiom of tilme.

Thie utput of this prog'ai con WisIA of thU10 historimi of pooitionl, Velocity,

'iiiglcs and load faCtor.

,1i. .2 SIX OF~tE 1 FitNEIlXM. For analysis of sciparation techniques at thme
re-entry escape condition a six (degree of freedoinu IBM 7000 trajectory analysis Uom-

lpUter pro~graml Was utilized.

4 1, 2. 1 Basic Program. 'rihe basic program consists of a series of subroutines that
can be readily adlapted to the peculiarities of each individual configuration. A basic
data package is prepared that consists of ucrodynainic characteristics, thrust data,
inertias, autopilot controls, and vehicle reference data, These inputs will be dis-
cussed in more detail as the various subroutines are discussed.

Because of the short timecs used for separation, a flat earth has been utilized.
The program will handle unlimited attitude (Euler angles), aerodynamic angles, and
flight path angles which are computed from body axis velocities. Initial conditions at
separation are Input to the program and variables such as initial velocity, altitude,
flight path angle, angle of attack, and angular rates can be simulated.
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I
The main or driver subroutine consists of a series of call statements that

put program control in the other subroutines. The first subroutine that Is called is
the input whero all input is road and stored In thei computer.

The navigation subroutine computes vehicle attitude, aerodynamic angles,
flight path, separation distances, and total velocity by a modified Gill integration
subroutine. This typo integration meuthod allows ain unlimnited number of simultaneous
lntogratioe3. The timec increment for integration can be varied during the run as a
function of elapsed timie fromn separation. Separation distances of the escape vehicle
are computed fromn the undistiurhed flight path of the parent vehicle.

Ani atmosphere subroutine computes denity, gravity, pressure ratio andi
dynamic presbtire as a function of altitudo.

MaNS, inrtasad cen1ter of gravity p)ositionl are variedI ts a fUnctionl Of
Weight remlaining during and after s eparatioln thrust. 'Sep~aration thrust is caLculated
by USIng a 1IiiaSs flow Variation with time. and lIziSP as a function of aititildem, w'-;iput.

Thec autopihot stihiioutine wvill be (1i5011550(i ini detail in Section el. 1 . 2. 2.

Thec acrodynalunle subroutine Is based onl Modified Newtonian impact thevory.
Aerodlynamic charac!tvrji Se or the coli 1gur'atlon Without contrls1 areU curve fitted as"
a hiiietioR Of angle Of attack. Surfac~e countri hultils are hased oil conMiutetl local dIrSec -
tioli coril(e3 of Velocity nld theQ SUra11e0 novm11ai. TPhe flap characteristics are input [as

a function of Shladowy areat tUd anlglU Of aittack at varOIoS dcl lec!(tiOneB ,OW l'tlvehic
ac rodynail c for:ces' and mlomients are then calculated for the dosir ed flap (llections,
whichl are input to this subr)outine, fr'01 the) autopilot section Of theI programll.

Tihis program allows several op)tions for the separation trajectory. 'I'hirist
mi'onlents imay or m1ay not he included, For the thlrust momenit option, iolonts are
calculated based onl the thrust angle, thrust vector location, and c, ntcr of gravity
location which are program inputs, or in the ease of the center of gravity Is a function
of vehicle weight. Thrust gimbaling (used to reduce thrust moments) is also a prograin
option amid the thlrust anlgle IS then determined by the autopilot.

Vehicle motion may be controlled by either fixed aerodynam-ic surfaces, aoro-
dynamnic damiping, or reaction cent rols, Combinations of fixed aerodynamic surf aceS
and reaction controls or acrodynainic damping and reaction controls may he utilized,
Surface angles for damping and reaction control operation are determined by the auto-
p)ilot. The locations and direction cosines of the reaction control thrust are input to
the program.
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( 4. 1 .2. 2 Autopilot. In investigating the separation characteristics of the various
vehicles, it was required to simulate autopilots with varying degrees of complexity.
Since the purpose of the present study was not to generate the detailgi of a control
SyBtem, the intention wus to use the autopilots sand conti'ol 6ysteni as described in
Reference I as far as practical, The turnaround vehicle Tequii'ed a more sophistcated
autopilot, and is described in detail. Differences in the autopilots for thie other con-
figurations will be noted where applicable.

Figure 40 is a block dliagram of the turnaround autopilot simulation. Three
parallel bocly axis channels are shown, which are the r'oll, pitch, and yaw axis channels.

Tim maneuvering commands a: o insertod ats programmled timec histories of
either coinnianded body rates (p C, qC or commland Eiler angles (( U, 0 C, 'it and
are assunmed triggered bjy either the separation commiandl an/or the anlgle of attack
switch dusmn'ihu elilow. 'Fli largu angles associated with the. turnaround Concept
reqi lre a- resolutionl of the 'ttller 11ingle erVors' into 50dy aVAts command,1s , as sho0Wn in
1'1 goreT 40. 'The aZillIothI angle error is fed into all three channeols mild the pitCh igie1
etoi'o into two. For the lifting b~ody, the larges;t excursion ot anl Euler anlglo frolm
strai ght and level is the(, initial '15(- hank. Thuls nio resolvers weore considered necessary,
mlo the 1Ihll cI' aglesL ( , 0, anld 'I') were used inl the body--axie chanls- dirttectly.

'The anle errors, when used, aire added tu thle rate orrol's with a gainl of
2. i'gilc/sc Thi1 value Was selected inl Referenlce I and Nwas found to he s'at.-

hlttriy This 'nilli s notedl by (1,1, CQ, and CHi with subscripts of' I and 2. The I
(luelttOS itt'tiie the~ anl10Of attack SNVitehI and( the 2 after the swvitch is actuated. TPhe
Iilitot sets the imaxiniunli eomumalanded anigular rates, although tl' is anl InpUt Valhue,
-1 15 degrees j er second was generally Used. 'Ilie dlifference between the commtanded
angular rates and tite actual ratus guilorate the body L-cis rate errlors.

Tlhese body wxis rate errors are tetd into aI pure timeo delay ill which onl-oft'
switching takes place to actuate the rcaction contr'ols, ThPlresholds inl the on-oil cotninandi
of' +- 2 (leg/see were used and proved satisfactory. Each body axis channl. its findopend-
cnt reaction controls. The lifting body reaction controls utilized aI loll-)itch mixer as
indicated inl Pigure 41 . Roll and pitch errors go into the on-off conunand andi if error
is greater than the thre,;hoid a P) and It equal to +- I is sent to the roll -pitch mixer where
P -I 1 and P - R are resolved. Mixer output goes to another set of on-off commands Nvith
a th resholdl of . 5 and if comm1-anld is + 2, the reaction conttrols wvill ho actuated as either
pure roil, pure pitch, or a com-bination of roll and pitch.

The same body axis rate errors as generated for the reaction controls were
also used to drive the aerodynamic surfaces, the thrust gimbals, and the lateral ballast
transfer. These wore all assumed to be proportional first-order systems, Time
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constants of . 1 second time lag were used for the surface and gimbal actuators, repre-
senting responses of hydraulic actuators well within current state-of-the-art. Compari-
son rtins with ideal (no lag) actuators showed no appreciable effect. Program input
could cause the flaps to deflect as a function of time or to use the control surfaces as

an aerodynamic damping device.

For the turnaround concept it was required to have the flaps retracted on
initial separation, and to open after the vehicle had pitched beyond 90 degrees. Thus
a one-shot switch was provided, actuated by angle of attack, that opened the flaps to a
predetermined position. For the lifting body and the ballistic body the angle of attack
switch was not utilized as the flaps were deflected at separation. However, for the
pod configuration it was necessary to utilize the switch for actuation of the lower flap
because the configuration is buried in the parent vehicle and flap deflection could not
take place until sufficient separation was achieved.

The lateral mass transfer system for roll trim was included in the simulation,
but was not utilized in the short time histories studied.

4.1.3 THREE DEGREES OF FREEDOM. A three degree of freedom trajectory
program was utilized for the analysis of separation techniques in the high dynamic
pressure regime, on the pad, landing, and for orbital escape. The six degree of free-
dom program was modified to yield a three degree of freedom program. This program
has those same features as discussed in Section 4.1.2 which are applicable to three
degrees of freedom. The aerodynamic subroutine was modified to use subsonic and
supersonic aerodynamic data.

4.2 AERODYNA IIC HEATING

4.2.1 AERODYNAMIC HEATING ANALYSIS PROGRAM. Aerodynamic heating char-
acteristics were calculated using an IBM 7090 computer program. This program can be
used to calculate surface temperature or temoeratures interior to the surface as a
function of time along any flight trajectory.

The program calculates the heat transfer by convection to the surface and
then performs an energy balance at the surface to obtain the surface temperature. The
balance is made by convection to the surface, radiation to space, conduction into the
surface and storage in the surface material over the calculation time interval.

Convection heat transfer rates are calculated by breaking the configuration
to be analyzed down into one or more basic shapes. These shapes are: 1) flat plate;
2) wedge; 3) cone; 4) sphere; and 5) swept cylinder. Eckert's reference enthalpy method
for a flat plate is used for 1), 2) and 3). Configurations 2) and 3) can be related to a
flat plate. Real gas equilibrium shock layer properties are calculated from curve fits
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in the program and used in the reference enthalpy method. Sphere heat transfer rates
are calculated using Kemrp and Riddell's equation for stagnation point heating. Swept
cylinder rates are calculated by modifying sphere rates for two dimensional Stagnation
line and sweep effeacts,,

Increases in convective heat transfer rates over undisturbed Eckert stagna-
tion values are accounted for by a correction factor which is put into the program as a
function of time.

Radiation to space is calculated from the surface temperature and the surface
emissivity assuminga zero receiving temperature. Reduction of the view factor to
space can he considered by replacing the surface emissivity by anl effective Sul-face
emissivity. An effeutive emissivity is clf-ied as the Surface einissivity times the
View factor.

Conduction into the Surface is calculated by a finite difference method which
allows for up) to 20 segmeunts where each c4n be a different material. The bo)und~ary of
the last segI1en1t Call be adiabatic Or di1abatic The diabatle case allows heQat transfer
to a fluid to he considered. E~nergy storage of the segnients 1,, Included, r'he thermal
uoll1ltlctivity anld 4pec~lii heat of each Material can he entered ab at fourth degree p)oly-
lininial fun~ction of temlpurature. It is this part of the program which enables Insulation
thiClkness, fuel hoiloff, str'uctural tculp(ratiaros. and temperature distributions to bec
CUleULAte'l. noe first segmen01t tempe)(rature is con1sidere the SLirfCttV rd.r

11.2.2 TR'IANSlITION UFWYNOIDS3 NUMIEI haEvi'Euls. Aerodynamic heating rates
an1d thle resulting Surface tenllertaturus arc, dependent upon the type of boundary layer
existing at the p~osition being Investigated, Figure 42 is a sc~heniatic of the boundary
layer flow over a flat plate at an Mngle Of attaCk. rhe forward part of the plate Is
covered with a lamiinar boundary layer to the transition liInc. At, the transition Line,
the shock layer Reynolds number,

equals by definition the transition Reynolds number value. Downstream from this line,
it turbulent boundary layer exists. Figure 43 indicates Schematically the difference in
temperature levels associated with the txvo types of boundary layers, The turbulent
boundary layer has the higher heat transfer rates and hence the higher surface tempera-
ture-s.

Now, as the velocity and altitude along a trajectory decrease, the shock
layer unit Reynolds number, p 8V Increases until the Reynolds number at the

Ps
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point under investigation can exceed the transition value. Then the point in question
experiences turbulent boundary layer flow with the higher heating rates and tempera-
tures. The vertical lines labeled N. TR on Figure 43 itdicate the transition to the

higher temperatures at three different values of transition Reynolds numbers.

It can be seen from Figure 43 that the value of transition Reynolds number
can have an effect on the selection of materials and trajectories. Unfortunately, the
definition of the transition Reynolds number for different configurations is not well
known.
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SECTION 5

SEPARATION PROPULSION

An escape capsule requires a propulsion system to supply the force necessary to quickly
place the capsule in a safe environment. This section will present the results of a survey
of design data and discuss some of the installation aspects of separation propulsion
systems for a re-entry escape capsule.

5.1 ESCAPE ROCKET DESIGN DATA

5. 1. 1 SURVEY OF DESIGN DATA. Because of the high reliability and inherent simplicity
associated with small solid propellant rockets this type was selected for the separation
propulsion system. This selection should not eliminate hypergolic bipropellant liquid
escape rockets, with their attendant throttling potential, from future studies.

A review of the major parameters of about fifteen operational, cylindrical case
solid propellant rockets was made (References 10 & 11). The range of these parameters,
which covers that anticipated for the escape capsule separation rockets, is shown in
Table I. -These are all fixed nozzle configurations with short burning times and of rela-
tively small total impulse. The range of parameters is comparatively narrow so that a
definite trend of parameters with weight or thrust was not evident. However, it was
possible to select nominal design values which represent the state of the art. These are
shown in Table II. The selected values should apply for some time into the future since
a large improvement with time is not to be anticipated in high reliability items of this

size.

A useful parameter is total impulse/total weight. Figure 44 shows a plot of this
parameter versus total impulse. Points for some of the rockets examined are plotted,
all of which have buning times under five seconds. A nominal value of 155 is selected
as being appropriate for preliminary design of escape capsule separation rockets.

5.1.2 DESIGN TECHNIQUE. This section gives a preliminary design method for arriving
at the escape rocket size and configuration, for use in the escape capsule studies. The
parameters used here are those selected for the overall survey described in Section 5. 1. 1.

Installation problems (discussed in Section 5. 3) may require restricting the ex-
pansion ratio of the escape rocket nozzles. Reducing the expansion ratio reduces the
thrust and specific impulse. For instance, at y = 1.20, the vacuum specific impulse of
235 lbF/lbWsecond requires an expansion ratio of 7. With an expansion ratio of 3 the
specific impulse is reduced to approximately 227 ibF/lbM/second. These changes are
not expected to have a large effect on the overall system. Once a given propellant ratio
of specific heats and a given installed expansion ratio are fixed, these numbers can be
refined for a specific design.
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TABLE I

TYPICAL PARAMETER RANGE FOR ESCAPE TYPE SOLID PROPELLANT ROCKETS

ITEM VALUE UNITS OR SYMBOL

Total Impulse 1470-58675 LbF - Sec.

Specific Impulse 211-270 LbF/LbM/Sec.

Burning Time 0. 27-12.0 Seconds

Thrust, Average 3000-34300 Lb F

Chamber Pressure, Max. 780-4000 Lb/in2

Expansion Ratio 1-21 E

Ratio of Specific Heats 1.16-1.25 y

Inert Parts Fraction 25-53

Volumetric Loading Density 60-91.7 %

Total lnipulse/Totai Weight 84-172

Overall Weight 8-281 Lb.

Length 15-107 Inches

Diameter 5-12 Inches
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TABLE 11

SE LECTED ESCAPE ROC KET CHARLACTERISTICS

UNITS OR
ITE~M VALUE SYMBOLS __ REMARKS

Propellant Type - Solid
Temperture Limit -65 to 200 OF Limit
Total Ilmplse* 40, 000 LbF Sec. ri Dd~lLi~tiC (iIpSUIC

25, 000 Lbp, - See. £ or lifting body
Nominal T4hrust (SL)* 40, 000 Lb1F For Ballistic U1apStIe

25, 000 LbF For Liftinig body
Chamber Prcssure 1, 00 SASelected Vale
Expansion W100o 7 cMay be reducedl for ins-tol-

latin.
Ik.otio e)f Specific iluakto I. 20) Review for givenl propetl lut

typv.
Spucific Impulse (S. L. ,selected Valtue
IDetivercd) 220 l~)I,,/LbM/Scc. Al t - 7, y 1.2
Specilic Impulse (S. L.

PC 1000) ps it, opl. emp.) 2 22 1,b-,,jLbM/Su!C. LProm1 alOV ove vlue
spcc ific Impu1ltse 2315 Lhi/ LbM/SCL'. FOr c 7,
(Vocaluni) From 11)ove vo ivie.
'Iota 1111111,L'e iNoniiml stawe of aIrl te-
Total Weigln (00111/ t, See iigr

LUCIA WC01.29-5W Vu Ilow8 froul ltel -LUbove
'Futo~wid I8 W=ga/ i~ 220,

PropelliiIUt llic
Volumuetrtic Loading 80 llanh o w

Max. Burn lkitu 5 Ill/Sec.
Ignitor Type - Pyrugen
Propellant Ocensity .063 Lb/ld'
CaSe Material - l4130 Steel

*Selected ea ll i thli8 StUdY (Rcferetnce 4 and 5).
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O=ce the req ired impulse and bung time are giveu the rocket can be sized.
Take for example a 40,000 pound tXuast, 40,000 lb-sec. impulse requixement at sea
level. Examine the case wbere three separate rocket modules make up the requirement,
then:

FSL 40,000/3 13,300 lb.
Propellant Wt. 13,300 = 60 lb.

220
Total impulse 13,330 lb.
Chamber volume = 1/.80 x-.- = 1190 i, 3

.063
Assume a cylindrical chamber with a fineness ratio, .I/D = 6, theu

D / '44 V .5963 1190 6.3 iu.

Le-ugth of cylindrical chamber - 6 x 6.3 = 37.8 in.

'lhe noszle is sized Is follows:

A1  - = 1i17(AU trVPO
At 

tcio[ X 11C.

whore F rU(juirCl thrust = 13,300 1b.

Pcv ChM1l0bU: )reM tS C tOo psia

Cle thrustcocfficicut- 1.59

thercfore 13, 300
A1  8.4 in2

1 .59 x 1000)

O*wn l)t = 3.28 in.

Alio Lexit = Dt,"c

For an expansion ratio Aexit/Athlroat = 3

Theu De = 3.28 / 3 = 5.68 inches,

Preliminary designs for various numbers of rocket modules (from 1 to 5) have
been made in the above manner for a 40,000 lb-sec. impulse case. These are shown in
Figure 45 where the comparative sizes, and the effects of expansion ratio can be seen.

For preliminary design purposes the nozzle can be straight lined from throat to
exit at a 150 angle to the centerline (Figure 45). For the offset nozzles required for the
present escape capsule concepts a smooth transition from chamber to throat around the
thrust inclination angle must bp allowed for.
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5.2, ESCAPE R#CKET R1EQUIRE MENTS

5.2.1 ROCKET SIZE REQUIREMENTS. In all, cases the separation rocket thrust must
be between that value which provides sufficient separation distance in a briei time and a
maximum value determined by human tolerancc limits to accelerations.

The rocket size requirements are established by the characteristics at certain
critical escape points. For a vehicle which is rocket boosted into orbit and makes a
gliding re-entry the following conditions are critical from the standpoint of escape rocket
requirements.

a) On-the-Pad
b) Maximum Dynamic Pressure
c) Orbit Escape

5.2.1.1 On-the-Pad. The hazard for on-the-pad escape which places the most severe re-
quirement on the separation propulsion system is the booster explosion hazard. In an
explosion the escape capsule must be removed not only from the booster but from the
relatively large region in which the explosion overpressures would destro Lhe capsule.
Since there are no relieving aerodynamic forces at this escape condition, human tolerance
limits to acceleration dictate maximum allowable escape rocket thrust.

5.2.1.2 Maximum Dynamic Pressure. As in on-the-pad escape the explosion hazard is
the most severe hazard at maximum dynamic pressure. The capsule must not only be
separated from the primary vehicle but must achieve a safe environment away from the
primary vehicle. Escape at this condition is complicated however by the facL- that the
capsule must overcome large aerodynamic forces in order to achieve separation. The
aerodynamic forces at this escape condition determine the minimum escape rocket thrust
level. The propulsion system must also have characteristics such that in providing ade-
quate separation it does not place the capsule in an environment at burnout which produces
load factors exceeding human tolerance limits.

5.2.1.3 Orbit Escape. There are two requirements on the propulsion system for orbit
escape. The capsule must first be separated from the primary flight vehicle and then an
impulse is required for de-orbit. Unless an explosive hazard is encountered, such as
perhaps a docking collision with a vehicle containing fuel and oxidizer, the departure of
the escape capsule from a damaged parent vehicle could be made in relatively leisurely
fashion. From a weight standpoint it would be desirable that the separation rockets also
serve as the retro-rockets. This would be dependent upon the results of a hazard analysis
for a specific vehicle and mission.

5.2.1.4 Selected Rocket Sizes. Two nominal rocket sizes have been selected for the four
escape capsule coneepts based upon the data presented in Reference 1. These are as
follows:
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Capsule Impulse Thrust Burn Time
Lb- Sec. Lbs. See.

Ballistic iidy 40,000 40,000 1.0
Lifting Body 25,000 25,000 1.0
Turn-around 25,000 25,000 1.0
Pod 40,000 40,000 1.0

Thle detailed thrust-time histories of the two basic escape rocket sizes are presented
in F igure 46 and 47 . A decreasing thrust with time is used since this follows the trend
of tho human tolerance limit to acceleration. These thrust characteristics presented
iu Figures 46 and( 47 were the nominal thrust characteristics used in the performance
anialysis.

5.2 .1.5 RetrO-Roe)ket Characteristics. kt was mnentioned above that it is desirable that
the separation propulsion system also serve as the retro-rocket systemn. i view of
thits, a brief Investigation Of thce retro-rockut capability of the two nominal propulsion
sizes listed above has been made . The analysis was made assuming that the total iim-
pulse Could be obtaineud from one or tip to 5 rocket modules. '11 The elction Of the utim11bOV
of 110ILU(dul Will be discued ill Mnore detail in Section 5.2.

'1h1 potelial A V aVailble for rutuofii~u from eiacll Of several Jmodles is Sliow1m
ill Tales Ill and IV or thle two nominal rocket sizes. Thie values are baksed on a nominal
01apSUICo weight Of 2500) lbs. and respective propeIllnt weight~s Of 180 Ilbs. an1d 1131 lbs. Thu
vactmi specific. impulse of 235 Lhj?/ LbM/ ScI. Is used.

The effect of AV oil re-entry conitinUs tit an altitude of 50)0,000 ft. is shown Ill
i181.11'e 18 . SiInCU theU Orbit altitude is Unidefined in thle presenit study it canot be- stated
whetier tile escapeL rockets Would meet thle retro-rocket requirement.

5.2.2 CHOICE OF NUMBERI OF ROCKETS. Thle previous se(,tionI has described the
conditions necessitating high separation thrust. TIhe purformance studies of escape from
thle miaximnum heating re-entrey point to be discussed in Section 6 indicate that adequate
separation performance could be obtained with thrust levels equal to one half the nominal
thrust. Based onl these cons iderations, the advantages and disadvantages of breaking the
total thrust into as many as five rocket mnodules, wvere investigated. Thie finial decision as
to thle number of rockets Would be dependent upon thle specific vehlicle its mission and a
thorough reliability analysis of both the vehicle and the separation rockets. The following
discussion is meant to serve primiarily as a guideline in selecting the number of separa-
tion rockets. A maximum of five rockets has been considered although other studies, e~g.,
Reference 12, have considered larger numbers.
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TABLE III

PROPERTIES OF SEPARATION ROCKET MODULES FOR BALLISTIC CAPSULE

Number of Thrust (each) Total Impulse AV Retro
ModU1.eq (Nominal) (Each) (Each1) g Max,

ReurdLb. Lb. -Sec. Ft. - Sec.- _ (Each()

1 40, 000 40, 000 525* 16,.0
2 20, 000 20, 000 263 8. 0

313, :330 13, 330 175 5. :33
4 10, 003 10, 000 131 4,0

58,000 8, 000 105 3

'Als ropircsu'lti total 6v avaihicl forI miy g rool) of "IMIoduoS

TABILE I V

Numbher of ThRuSt (I achl) Tiotal impkakc AV Rutr g axRtockuL Mod110 (Nomin ial) (Each) (Each) ax
Rcqurcd- - Lb. Lb. - Sec. Ft'_ Se. - (ah

23, 000 25, 000 332* 1 L)
2 12, 500 12, 500 165 :i
3 8, 330L 8,330 ill 3. 3
4 6,250 6,250 81 2.5

.55, 000 5,000 66 2.0

*Also reprceeas total AV availabhu for any group of mlodules;.
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5.2.2.1 Cue Rocket. A single rocket to bulky and can be dtfficult to instalfrom a pilot
clearance point Of View for small capsules. A single rocket must be installed in the plane
of symmetry. Such all installation imposes a structural weight pouaity due to the fact that
the thrust loads must be transf erred outboard to thu baic -structure. No orbit escape from
explosion~ plus de-orbit retro is possible with a single rocket since only a single impulse can
be applied. Only in the case where the vehicle was oriented so that the separation impulse
was applied in the desired retro direction could a single rocket meet both requirements. A
single rocket does have the advantage of having the highest reliability.

5. 2.2.2 Two Rockets. Two rockets offer the advantage that they can be installed more
easily both structurally and Bpacewise. TIwo rockets offer thle possibility of half thrust
modulation. However, if used in this mode they must have canted nozzles to eliminate
thrust moment effects which would incur sonme thrust penalty. The penalty is more severe
with increasing angle as thle rockets are moved outboard off the centerline to a more favor -
able Structural attach point and to Improve clearance around the pilot and his enclosure.* A
lower C. G. location also increases the angle, and the penalty hIcurred. There is anl additional
disadvantage for half thrUst operation with a guided separation in that a bide load would be)-
impllo Sed upon1 t111g0de

5.2.2.3 Three Rockets. 'ihree rockets Offer the advant~age Of thrust modulation capability
without Imposing sideloads onl the gruides in a guided separation whent used at tho 2/3 or 1/3
thrust level. 'fThe inlstallationl problemH of tile single rocket are also presentll for thle Ilidle1
roeket butLI Oil al VedIued scale. * Tis arrangemelnt also has the pos Ablilty as, sevrviing a,; thu(
orbit separation anid rutro p~ropu~lsion system.

5.2.2.4 UourV Rockets. Uour rockets offer timt- advantage Of hulf thrust 110ilodiatiuk without
at thrust, penalty sicu the nozzles do not have to be canted towardsi the centerline. F~or (oltle.

quarter thrust modulatibn a thrust loss wo~uld be InlCUrred and the problem of side loads onl
tilt- guides, if present, would exist. The0 rOcketb would be somewhat smaller and thus
easier to histall. This advantage could be offset somewhut, howovoir, by ni sligtly mire
complex structural installation.

5.2.2.5 Five Rockets. Five rockets offer a wider range of thrust modulation without a
thrust penalty and probably offer thle best arrangement for the distribution of thrust betwen
sepairation and de-orbit for orbit escape. The installation weight penalty would probably be
greater due to the fact that there are more thrust loading points.

5.2.2.6 Conclusions. As Indicated above, the final selection of thle number of escape
rockets would be dependent upon the specific vehicle, its mission, a weight penalty analysis,
and a thorough reliability analysis of both the vehicle and the escape rockets.

Since escape is an emergency operation, an argument for multiple rockets based
only on the fact that pilot load factors could be reduced at certain es'.ape conditions is not
sufficient. The strongest argument for multiple rockets other than possible installation
weight advantages Is that a single system would serve for both separation and de-orbit in
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the orbit escape condition. Some of the installation problems involved in multiple rockets
will be discussed in Section 5.3.

5.3 ESCAPE ROCKET INSTALLATION

5.3.1 GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS. The installation of the separation rockets was
investigated for each of the four different escape capsule concepts. Installation of the
rocket modules ranging from one to five could result in as many as twenty possible com-
binations. The primary purpose of this study is, however, to uncover the major problems
associated with the separation rocket installation and to show typically what such an in-
stallation might look like in the various capsule concepts. One typical installation was

made for each capsule. While the choice is semi-arbitrary each installation is quite
feasible. There are other installations, however, which can be equally as good if not better.
The installation methods shown for one capsule can quite probably apply to some of the other
capsules. Until such time as more design inputs are available, such as detailed pilot
compartment layout, proper capsule size, weight and c.g. location, and structural general
arrangement, thcn the current investigation should suffice to give typical installation re-
quirements for the separation rockets.

Most of the following features apply for rocket installation in all of the capsules:

1. The rocket resultant thrust line must pass through the C.G. in the pitch and
yaw planes. If multiple rockets are used, they must have their thrust lines
passing through the C.G. in the yaw plane unless fired in symmetrical pairs.

2. The rockets must be thermally protected from the hot environment such that
the propellant never exceeds 20 0 °F. This requires insulating the propellant

either by increasing the internal insulation or by an external insulation blanket
or by retaining the propellant case within the environmentally controlled pilot
enclosure. Furthermore, the rocket structural support points mu-it be designed
to reduce conduction from the hot truss load carrying structure into the rocket

case. Increased internal insulation could be considered here. The nozzle must
be insulated and plugged with an insulating diaphragm set to fail at some pre-
selected chamber pressure. (An analysis of the heat transfer and insulation re-
quirements for the separation rockets is presented in Section 5.4).

3. The rockets should be mounted so as not to incur dynamic cycling which would
increase the propellant temperature to the danger poin.

4. The rocket exhaust must be ducted out of the capsule. This infers blow off
doors. However, it also creates the problem of exhaust exit holes from the
burned out rocket nozzles being exposed to the free stream at re-entry. This
requires either closing up the exits, by door or plug or providing enough thermal
protection around the rocket case to prevent the heat entering the nozzle from
adversely affecting the capsule.
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5. There are problems due to the rocket exhaust impinging on the lower flaps.
This impingement will induce heating effects and possibly aerodynamic effects.
Major impingement will occur at high altitudes due to the fact that the rocket
exhaust plumes out. The lower flaps must be designed with this in mind. The
heating is reduced by the fact that the burn time is so short.

In order to understand the rocket installation problems, it was necessary to assume
a basic structure. For the present study a radiation cooled outer shell supported by a hot
truss type structure was assumed. The pilot compartment is an insulated and water cooled
environmentally controlled enclosure supported within the hot truss. An initial investi-
gation shows that no untoward problems should be suffered due to the separation rocket
thrust loads provided the loads can be introduced into the longitudinal members of the truss
without excess eccentricity or offset.

The separation rockets can feasibly be mounted either external to the insulated
pilot compartment or inside this compartment. When mounted external to the insulated
compartment the main problem is insulating the rocket from the hot truss to which it is
attached and also from thermal radiation from the hot environment. If mounted inside
the insulated compartment there must be. a load carrying connection between the hot truss
structure and the rocket. This connection must be insulated to prevent heat being carried
to the rocket or the enclosurc. It is also required in this case that provisions be included
for ducting the rocket exhaust out of the insulated enclosure and also out of the vehicle.
The particular capsule installations to be discussed 'n Section 5.3.2 below have consider-
ed the separation rockets mounted external to the insulated pilot compartment.

The rocket support points are envisaged as trunnions attached to the case by bands.
These trunnions would have a center pin surrounded by an insulation ring with good com-
pressive stress properties and surrounded by an outer retainer ring attached to the hot
structure of the basic capsule.

5.3.2 INDIVIDUAL CAPSULE INSTALLATIONS. The following discussion covers the
individual capsule installations, which as stated previously are presented as typical
examples of possible design approaches.

5.3.2.1 Ballistic Body Capsule. The rockets shown in Figure 49 are installed as a pair
with nozzles canted outboard and downward so that the thrust line always acts through
the C.G. Half thrust modulation is therefore possible. The side force incurred here
might present problems in loading on separation guides if used. The structural attach
is made to the pressure bulkhead of the capsule as shown. This bulkhead supports the
aerodynamic control surfaces and as such should provide a reasonable attach point for
the separation rockets.

The rockets are attached as near to the capsule C.G. as possible to reduce pitch-
ing moment resulting from C. G. movement during burning. This necessitates lower
support brackets of a truss type and longer (and heavier) nozzles. The loss due to canting
the nozzles in the yaw plane is about 3% of the desired thrust in the forward direction.
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Some impingement of exhaust on the edges of the lower flaps is foreseen. The
open exhaust exit is in the capsule base and should not be as great a problem at re-entry
as on the lifting body and turn around capsules.

5.3.2.2 Lifting Body Capsule. The installation concept shown in Figure 50 has a pair
of nominal 12,500 pound thrust rockets installed along the lower truss rails. The rockets
are installed outboard to reduce the structural weight penalty due to transferring the thrust
loads into the longerons. The thrust vector angle is at 400 to the horizontal in order to
minimize the exhaust hole cut out in the capsule under surface, and to reduce the impinge-
ment of the exhaust on the lower flaps. No canting of the nozzles is shown in the yaw plane
so that no thrust modulation is possible. For half thrust modulation a loss of over half
the thrust in the desiped direction is incurred by canting the nozzles through the C.G. in
the yaw plane. This is due to the large cant angle inherent in the low C. G. location and
the outboard location of the escape rockets. Strengthening the floor structure might allow
centerline installation of the rocket pair with considerably less cant angle and less con-
sequent thrust losses for thrust modulation but at a weight penalty. Some exhaust impinge-
ment will be incurred on the flaps especially in the low ambient pressure regime.

This installation is also applicable to the turnaround configuration discussed in
Section 5.3.2.3.

5.3.2.3 Turn-Around Capsule. This installation shown in Figure 51 is very similar to
the lifting body installation except that four rockets are installed allowing half thrust modu-
lation. Such an installation would also be applicable to the lifting body. (No cant of nozzlcS
through the C. G. in the yaw plane is required to achieve half thrust modulation.) This
allows half thrust and the possibility of the one set of rockets being used for both orbit
separation and de-orbit retro. A severe problem is incurred by the open exhaust exit
during re-entry, since this is exposed considerably in this configuration due to the turn-
a: ound maneuver. The rockets are shown canted down 30 . This could be increased to
400 to reduce the exhaust exit hole size. The heating through the exhaust nozzle could be
reduced even more by decreasing the rocket expansion ratio. The penalty in isp of going
to an expansion ratio of I would be in the order to 23% at sea level and 28% in vacuum. There
is no problem with rocket exhaust impingement on the flaps with this configuration.

5.3.2.4 Separable Pod Capsule. Four rockets are shown for this installation in Figure 52
Half thrust (symmetrical) modulation is possible without canting the rocket nozzles. The
rockets are installed outside the separable pod in an external package. This package
recesses into the parent vehicle. The pack is insulated and plugged against the environment
of the hot structure parent vehicle. The capsule itself is seen here as an insulated skin
stringer shell with floor longerons to take the thrust loads between at least two major frames.
This structure is conceptual and surmises attachment of the pod to the parent vehicle at the
rear pod bulkhead only. An analysis would have to be made of both pod and parent vehicle
carry through structure to confirm or deny the feasibility of this concept. The four rocket
package would be ejected prior to re-entry in the same manner as for the MWrcury capsule.
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Figure 51 -Turnaround Capsule Escape Rocket Installation
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The rocket pack Is installed on the capsule centerline, and the C.G. is hgw than for the
l4;fUng Body capsule type so that cautig of the outboard rockets in the yaw plane could he
achieved at small penalty (small angle required) to give a half-quarter-quarter tihrut in-
crement breakdown.

This external pack concept would be just as easily adaptable to two, three or -

five separation rockets depending again on the specific structural clearances required in
the parent vehicle.

Some impingement of the exhaust on the lower flaps will occur with this arrange-
ment.

Thcre Is no exhaust exit hole cutout in the capsule floor in this concept because
of the external package installation. There is, however, a design problem in attaching
the external package to the c.qsulc, so that the capsule surface, presented to the free
stream at re-entry, is not broached by the attachment. When the empty rocket pack is
jettisoned a smooth ablating surface should remain on the capsule undersurface, The
compressive thrust loads of the rocket pack must be taken by the ablating material and
transmitted to the capsule structure.

5,4 ESCAPE ROCKET COOLING REQUMlEMENTS

5.4.1 METHIODS AND M'SUMPTIONS. The aerodynamic heating uharactoristics along
the pi. iiary vehicle re-entry trajectory shown in Figure 3 were determined using the
aerodynamic heating computer program described in Section 4, ?, The resulting first
segment tomperature history was used as an input to the thermal conduction portion of the
referenced program. This portion of the program was then used to size the insulation to
protect the rocket motors.

The separable pod vehicle installation shown in Figure 52 was chosen for the
analysis of the rocket motor heating. The temperature history was determined for a point
on the lower surface 5 feet aft of the nose. At this point the surface inclination is 10
degrees. A transition Reynolds number of 2 x 105 and a surface emissivity of 0. 8 were
assumed.

A thermodynamic heat transfer model as shown in Figure 53 was chosen for
analysis. In the case of the separable pod vehicle, this is a good assumption because the
four rocket motors laid side by side approximate a slab. The radiation gap was considered
as existing only because of vehicle construction. It was not incorporated as a thermal
barrier. The primary vehicle away from the rocket motors was assumed to consist of a
0.25 inch (L1 ) layer of 6.0 lbm/ft3 dynaquartz between the cover panel and the hot struc-
ture. Radiation heat transfer from the hot structure to the wing upper surface or to the
wall of the environmentally controlled capsule maintained the structural temperature
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below 2OR the dOSIgn tempeavive.

Table V sumnma izes thle thermdynamic properties Wl, the materialm.

TAbBLE V. Tli2~BIjlDYUW- flP I~I ES -

ThemalDensity, Specific Heat,
Conductivity, k l /t pBl.

Material B/hr ft0 R bi/t pBlr

Moly 5.65 637 0.075

Dynaquartz 0. 0105 + 0. 409(10-4 )T

- 0. 235(i(E' )T0' + 0.906 (10 1)V 1 0.2~5

Ronc' 41 3.1 +BI 0. 44 5(10- )T 515 0.108

Radiation Gal) 0. 1153(10- )T 3  0.2 0.25

Mink-2000 0. 5(10 - 0. B(100")T

+ 5(ith3 )T-11y .1 0. 15(10"YI)II 14 0.26

Rocket Motor Case 15.0 485 0.1.

L Proellan 0.187 102.0 0,326

The radiation heat transfer across the radiation gap wvas analyzed as heat transfer by
conduction. This was necessary because the IBM 7090 heat transfer programn does not
have provisions for radiation gaps. Therefore, the gap was considered as another
segment in the conduction path. To do this, one sets the radiation heat transfer rate
equal to a conduiction rate from which an effective thermal conductivity can be derived.
The equations are.

91t2 a (T1 1 - T2 ) = k (Tj - Tg)

eff L
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where
el and ej = the radiating surface enmissivity

cy = Stephap Boltzman constant

L n Distance across gap

Hence,
keff Leff u ('17, +T,) (T2P1 . 2r)

where

C. C~-
6of1

I -(1I - ("00( - C'

From11 Itetelence H the above equati on liT kefn c"1n he si mpl ified to:

k I, ( ~ l 'Vt'v[
ufi

It w\as thenh assul ned that the inid-segakout temperature Calculated by thle comiputer pro -
grami replreUS ented the average temipera tutre between the radiating surfaces, 'Piec con-
(lueti'ity of the radiation gap in '1Able V wIs calIculated aSsUniing L equalled 3 inches,
T'her'e w:a one other point to consirici. This was the energy storedl in the radiation
segmient. In radition heat transfer there would he no energy stored. Th'lerefore, tile
density anld spe0Cific 11eat Of the segment were chosen so that the energy stored was less
than One (1- 0) Percent Of tile energy stored in the rocket motors and the insulation
around the moutors.

The type of propellant for the rocket motors was not specified. Therefore, thle
therniodynamic! values in Table V arL the average of five (5) types taken from Reference
14, Thc thicknless of propellant was basud upon a rocket motor diameter of six (6)
inches with the void in the propellant segment accounting for the difference in the thick-
ness and the radius of the motor.

5.4. 2 RESULTS. The analysis was conducted to determine tthe values of insulation
thickness L, and L, which would keep the rocket motor case temperature below 2000 F.%
The cover panel temperature history associated with the primary flight vehicle
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trajectory is shown in Figure 54, The cover panel temperature is not the radiation
equilibrium temperature since conduction to the vehicle interior has been reflected In
tho panel temperature history. This temperature history was used as input to the
thermal conduction portion of the aerodynamic heating analysis program and runs were
made varying the values of L1 and La. Final values of L, and L2 were 1.6 inches and
0.45 inches respectively. The structural and rocket motor case temperature histories
associated with these insulation thicknesses are also shown Jn Figure 54. The result-
ing maximum structural temperature is 2010°R and 620°R for the rocket propellant,
Both values are not the exact desired values of 2000R for the structure and 660R for thu
rocket motor case, Further sizing runs were not made because the difference of 10'11
in the structural temperature was not considered significant and the 620R (160F) is the
maximum temperature limit of many pro)ellants. However, if La were reduced to 0. 3
inches, the structural temperature will decrease and the motor case temperature will
rise to approximately 660R (200F).

'Fhe increase in the dynaquartz insulation from 0. 25 inches to 1. 60 inches \Vill
require a modification in the ltene' 41 structure in the area under the iocket motors,
An Increase in the insulation thickness was required because the rocket motors blocked
the radiation heat transfer away from the Rune' 41 structure.

The insulltion requirielnt1s for the rocket motors of the othe' cal)e (ap11)slc
will be approx lately the same. An exception is the ballistic body intallati}n shoxvi
in l"igurc it9 where the rocket motors are locato(l at the real' llkhcat1 of the captIsuleC.

lte the insillation riequirements will IbeC colnsiderably less and jliosl. Ilinpo'itant i ill,
the Ito' 41 structure will not have toe a altered in the rocket ulotor locuttioll,
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SECTION 6

PERFORMANIC ANALYSIS

The trajectory analysis and aerodynamnic heating techniques discussed in Section 4 were
used to analyze the separation trajectory characteristics of each of the four escape capsule
concepts. 'The initial investigative phase for each capsule was an analysis of escape per-
formance from the maximum heating point of the primary flight vehicle trajectory. This
point has the following conditions which served as the initial conditions for the separation
flight dynamics inve stigation

Velocity 21,913 ft/sec.
Altitude 221,241 It.
Flight Path Angle - . 14 deg.
Angle of Attack 15.5 deg,
thnk Angle 45.0 deg.

The ru-entry escape it rforince evaluation was divided into two parts. i the
first, the separation dynamics during the first 5 to 10 seconds after neparatloni wore in-
vestigated. In the second phiase~ the long time or complete trajoctory characteristics were
doturned. Aerodynamic heating characteristics were determinud for both types of tra-
jectot ies.

After completion of the analysis of re-entry wscapt- the purformance chairacteistius
Were UVRILUXt~d at the following other critical esuape points:

Orbit
On -the - Pad
Maximnum Dynamic Pressure
lUnding

The objective of this phase of the study was the determination of the compatibility of
the escape capsule configurations and escape techniques with respect to providing escape
throughout the mission profile.

The following initial flight conditions were used for each of the four capsules at

these other critical escape areas:

Condition Anl De1 g. Velocity - fps Altitude - ft.

On-the-pad 90 0 100
Maximum dynamic pressure 43 1,800 43,000
Orbit 0 25,200 1lOW, 000
Landing -2 200 100
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At these conditions the effects of the following variables on separation performance
were investigated:

a) Aerodynamic controls
b) Reaction controls
c) Thrust inclination angle
d) Thrust magnitude
e) Thrust mnoments
f) Initial angle of attack
g) Initial pitch rate

ti addition the cecovccy Ceiling charal:cteristics Of each Of tile capsules were de-
terminied audc compo red w ith the primary flight vehicle recovery cuiling.

6. 1 BIALLISTIC BODY CA I'SU LHi

6.1. 1 RE~- IUN'RY ESCAPE~. Th71is inve!StigationI phase uISCL the ae~rodynam IIic controls
rather than the reaction controls. *it has been assumeud that the Vehic Ic dyniamiic charac -

tueistics Obtained with reaction controls as described in Refereceuu 1 are applicable.

0. L. .* I Separation IDylii mics 5*It was5 thle objective of 1 his phaIso to deturinliii Ulu~ear
(ill ynloMC ic s a functionl Of various pa ranmetur variationis. Theli anialyses inl this plinse

WVetU iiltilQIL ILh first five seconds after escape Wh1I Was sufficilent timeu to deterinell
thu vehiclu rusponse characteristics anid achieve adeqjuate clearanuce *Th paramIeters which
werec ilivestiga ted are as follows:

aI) Pitch damliping
h ) Initial pitch rate
c) Thru st momentCIs
d) ThrulSt da mp1inlg
C) Initial sideslip
f) Initial yaw rate
g) Initial roll rate
hi) Thrust m-agnlitudeI
i ) Longitudinal center of gravity position.

The parameter values of the mrore significant computer runs arc listed inl Table VI.
The results are summarized in Figures 55 through 61.

Figure 55- presents the effect of pitch damping on the angle of attack response as
determined from the three degree simulation. Although computed for a zero roll angle,
additional studies have indicated that the initial bank angle has a negligible effect on the
pitch response so that these restlts apply equally to the nominal 45 degree bank angle case.
Damping was obtained from the upper surface flap and an ideal (no time lag) autopilot was
assumed. It is seen that without artificial damping there is essentially no damping which
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is typical of vehicles in this flight regime. A gain of .5 deg/(deg/sec) is seen to give
satisfactory overshoot characteristics and was selected as the nominal gain for use in the
study.

Figure 55 presents the effect of initial pitch rate on the angle of attack response.
These and all responses presented in Figures 55 through, 61 were determined using the six
degree simulation. Initial pitch rate was investigated since it is a measure of separation
interference resulting either from aerodynamic interference or separation disconnect dis-
turbances. The sharp rise in angle of attack during the first second is a result of including
the moment produced by the thrust. A moment exists since the center of gravity moves
during rocket burning and no gimballing was assumed for these runs. It is seen that the
vehicle response is relatively insensitive to initial pitch rate.

Figures 56, 57 and 58 present the effect of thrust moment characteristics on the
vehicle response characteristics. The following variations were analyzed and in all cases
the nominal aerodynamic damping of .5 deg/ (deg/sec) was included.

a) Thrust moment omitted
b) Thrust moment included
c) Thrust gimbaling with autopilot

Thrust moments can exist for almost all escape capsule concepts due to the center
of gravity shift as the escape rocket is expended. On the ballistic capsule the thrust vector
goes through the empy c.g. which results in a nose up pitching moment initially. This
location yields a conservative estimate of the thrust moment effects since a more realistic
location would be a position midway between the initial and final centers of gravity.

Figure 56 presents the variation in angle of attack, flap angle and thrust gimbal angle,
for the three thrust moment variations which were considered. The case where the thrust
moment is omitted is presented for comparison purposes. Including the thrust moment
without any thrust gimbaling results in an 8 degree pitchup. The use of an ideal (no time
lag) thrust gimbal pitch rate servo with a gain of .1 deg/ (deg/sec) decreases the pitchup
to about 1 degree.

It can be seen that the most severe flap deflections are required when the thrust
moment is included without gimbaling. For this case, a 32 degree deflection angle range
is required. The demands on the thrust gimbaling are relatively small being approximately

2 degrees.

Figure 57 presents the load factor and load factor direction characteristics for tile
thrust moment variations. It is seen that the thrust moment effect is relatively insig-
nificant. These load factor data are essentially the same as those obtained with the other
parameter variations in which the nominal thrust level of Figure 46 was used. These load
factor characteristics are within human tolerance limits.
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Figure 58 presents the separation distance characteristics as a function of
the thrust moment variations. In all cases adequate separation distances are achieved.
These separation characteristics reflect the change in thrust orientation due to angle
of attack changes resulting from thrust moment effects. As with the load factor char-
acteristics presented in Figure 57, these separation characteristics are typical of those
obtained for all runs using the nominal thrust characteristics of Figure 46.

Figure 59 presents the effects of initial lateral directional disturbances.
As with initial pitch disturbances previously discussed, these may arise from aero-
dynamic interference, disconnect disturbances or primary vehicle disturbances. In
all cases the vehicle response characteristics in the pitch plane were relatively un-
changed. The responses shown in Figure 59 were obtained with the nominal pitch
damping but with no lateral- directional control. As indicated in Reference 1, there is
a need for roll attitude stabilization and roll and yaw damping. These can be obtained
with the reaction controls and lateral c.g. shift investigated in Reference 1 or with the
addition of control capability to the side and lower flaps. Since the pitch dynamics,
which put the most severe demand on the controls, are adequately handled at this flight
condition there should be no great problems with an aerodynamic lateral-directional
control system.

The effect of thrust level on the load factor and separation distance charac-
teristics is presented in Figure 60. The load factor and separation distances are de-
creased approximately proportionately. The separation characteristics obtained with
the lower thrust level are adequate for separation at this re-entry condition since there
is no danger of a large explosion in the primary flight vehicle due to the absence of
large amounts of propellant. It would therefore be possible to have two or more smaller
rockets. For on the pad and high dynamic pressure escape, all the rockets would be
used. At other conditions such as this re-entry condition, some of the rockets would
not be used.

Figure 61 presents the effect of varying the longitudinal center of gravity on
the angle of attack response and pitch rate characteristics. These center of gravity
changes represent changes in capsule stability. The thrust moments have been omitted
so the differences are primarily the result of the aerodynamic stability differences.
The ballistic body is so stable longitudinally (see Figure II) that the large c .g. shift
considered affects primarily the response time. The corresponding pitch rate char-
acteristics are also shown in Figure 61.

6.1.1.2 Complete Trajectories. Since the ballistic body capsule does not experience
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its maximum heating at the maximum heating point of the primary flight vehicle, it
was believed to be of interest to determine the trajectories down to a relatively low
velocity. Trajectories were computed for three values of wing loading using the two
degree of freedom trajectory program. The resulting trajectories are shown in
Figure 62., The ma ximum load factors achieved during these trajectories are as
follows:

wig Load Factor Velocity

39.3 8.12 8917 fps
65.5 9.15 9900 fps
91.5 9.28 10, 149fps

6.1.1.3 Aerodynamic l-0,tinig. The aerodynamric heating characteristic s Of SUeleced
tr~IIJeetorlC er ~ie detornliued usinig the aerodynamic heating computer prograMl dC-
SCribed, ill kcLiou 4 which computes thev thlermal radiation equilibrium tuiepratUIC.

U(Illiilihriln temperatures Were obtied at four points onl thu iallistic Ixdy
Which are ei'1tieal. 'ThesU p)ointS Were as flO(ws:

Lt. Nose
I). Leading Edge
C. Lower Surface 7.0 ft. oft
d. Lower Flap I .0 ft.* aft of hinge line

Thle nose stagnation region was conlsideredL as .1 sphere With aI diam11eter of
3.5 feet. The leading edge has a diameter of .5 ft. and a sw"epback of '730. Inl
analyzing the lending edge and lower surface it was necessary to include the effects
of the 00 Cant angle Oil the lower surface. This tends to decrease the effective sweep.
L'kick angle. The flap was treated as a 400 wedge with res4pect to the capsule reference
centerline.

Figure 63 presents the temperature history of the leading edge of the primary
flight vehicle along its Maximum heating trajectory. This temperature history differs
from the primary flight vehicle temperature history presented in Figure 4 since the
configuration when analyzed with the Ballistic body used a 6 degree cant angle on the
lower surface. With the other three capsule configurations the leading edge tempera-
tore history of l-igure 4 is applicable. This minor: inconsistency between configura-
tions has no effect on the study results. The peak temperature is seen to be 3322 0 R
occurring at 1200 seconds after re-entry at the flight uonlditions previously described.
This was the initial point for the re-entry escape analysis.
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Figures 64 and 65 present the temperature histories for escape trajectories
6 and 7 respectively at the four positions investigated. For trajectory 6, the leading
edge temperature fell from the primary vehicle peak to an approximate value of 2920R
in 1.5 seconds corresponding to the decay in angle of attack shown in Figure 56. Along
trajectory 7 the leading edge temperature, after a slight dip, ro,:e to a peak of 3357R
in 0.5 seconds and then fell to an approximate value of 2910R after 2.0 seconds cor-
responding to the angle of attack time history shown in Figure 56.

The peak flap temperatures of approximately :3190R shown in Figures 64 and
65 indicates the need of special consideration for a thermai protection system. An
ablation material with an ablation temperature greater than the maximum temperature
obtained on the undeflected flap during the primary flight vehicle trajectory is a possible
solution. The temperatures on the other ilaps would be slightly less due to the lower
effective angle of incidence.

The sudden jump in temperature of the lower surface was caused by transition
to turbulent boundary layer flow. A transition Reynolds number of 300,000 instead of
the assumed study value of 200,000 would have resulted in lower temperatures for both
trajectories.

Figure 66 indicates the effect of a 3.0 degree yaw angle on the leading edge
temperature. The yaw angle increased the leading edge temperature approximately
140 0 R above the value :)r trajectory 6. This yaw angle effect has been included to
show the effects of possible yaw disturbances on the aerodynamic heating.

Temperature histories for the complete trajectory with a wing loading of
65.5 are shown in Figure 67. Time zero corresponds to the initial escape conditions.
The first 5.0 seconds are approximately the same as the temperatures presented in
Figure 64. The leading edge temperatures shown in Figure 67 reach secondary peaks
which are less than the initial peak. It is seen that for the nose, lower surface and
flap, the peak temperatures did not occur at the initial escape point but much further
down the trajectory at velocities of the order of 16,000 ft/sec. Due to boundary
layer transition the flap temperatures jumped to a value of approximately 5005R. These
values would certainly dictate the use of ablation materials on the flaps.

6.1.2 ORBIT ESCAPE. The initial conditions for the ballistic body orbit separation
dynamics computer runs are presented in Table VII. Figure 68 presents angle of
attack time histories for orbit separation at two thrust levels. Without any thrust
moment effects the capsule is oriented within three seconds. Including thrust moment
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effects without thrust gimballing results in a tumbling motion. The pitch rate is
decreasing however so that the capsule would achieve its desired altitude in approxi-
mately 150 seconds. If thrust gimbaling is used the capsule does not tumble.

The orbit re-entry trajectory charactcristics showing the effect of capsule
wing loading are presented in Figure 69. The peak load factors are also presented
in Figure 69. If the trajectories of Figure 69 are compared with the trajectories

from the maximum heating escape point shown in Figure 62 it is seen that orbit re-

entry will impose the most severe temperatures.

6.1.3 RECOVERY CEILING. The recovery ceiling characteristics of the ballistic
body are presented in Figure 70 showing the effect of wing loading. The recovery

ceiling for this capsule is determined by load factor considerations. A load factor
limit of 13 g's was used. It can be seen that the ballistic capsule has a greater

recovery ceiling capability than the primary flight vehicle.

6.1.4 ON-THE-PAD ESCAPE. The run schedule for on-the-pad escape is pre-
sented in Table VIII. Figure 71 presents the angle of attack time history and altitude-

range characteristics for this condition. The angle of attack time history presents
the effect of thrust moment and thrust gimbaling. The range-altitude characteristics
show that with the thrust moments included, unsatisfactory altitude performance is
achieved. As expected, reducing the thrust inclination angle increases the altitude.
The altitude performance can be made satisfactory with thrust moments if thrust
gimbaling is used. The maximum load factor during on-the-pad separation is a
result of the escape rocket thrust and is within human tolerance limits.

6.1.5 LANDING ESCAPE. The run schedule for this condition is presented in

Table VIII. Figure 72 presents the angle of attack and altitude time history character-
istics for the ballistic body separating during the landing approach. It is seen that
the reaction contres yield poorer damping characteristics than the aerodynamic
controls. Including the thrust moments without control damping introduces oscilla-
tions but those do not yield any severe effects either with regard to load factor or
altitude. Satisfactory altitude and load factor performance was obtained for all the

trajectories.

6.1.6 MAXIMUM DYNAMIC PRESSURE ESCAPE. The run schedule for this

escape condition is presented in Table IX.
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Figure 73 prcs,_.nts anglo of attack, load factor, and load factor direction

characteristics for the ballistic body separating at maximum dynamic pressure, both
\vwh and .ithoLut :hrcs't 1n0,i.ent effects. In both cases the pitching motion is quickly
damped out. The lood ia::ol" peak occurs at .08 seconds and results from the escape

rocket thrust. Th, loud aclor decays during rocket burning due to the decreasing
thrust. At burnout thc load factor decreases and then increases as the resultant force
vector rotates from a forward and up direction to an aft and up direction. These load
factor charactcristic, are within human tolerance limits.

Figure 74 presents angle of attack and load factor time histories showing

thrust moment effects with and without reaction controls, in 5oth cases fixed aero-

dynamic controls were assumed. The thrust moment effects introduce large oscilla-
tions which the reaction controls can only damp slightly. These oscillations introduce
some slight oscillations in the load factor as indicated.

Figure 75 presents the separation distance characteristics at supersonic
speeds as a function of time for thrust inclination angles of 40 and 30 degrees. In
determining the separation distance it was assumed that the primary vehicle continued
along its control flight pati at cons tant velocity.

Figure 76 presents the effect of initial pitch rate o: the angle of attack
characteristics. These initial rates are a measure of the aerodynmic interference
effects. The oscillation resulting from these initial pitch rates, is rapidly damped out
and th0 load factor characicristics are within human tolerance limits.

6. 1.7 PERFORMANCE CONCLUSIONS. The main performance problem associated
with the ballistic body capsule is the high temperatures encountered on the flaps in
the hypersonic regime. These temperatures require the use of ablation materials.
The thrust moment effects result in capsule oscillations but these do not lead to load
factors in excess of human tolerance limits. Aerodynamics controls yield good damp-
ing characteristics at all conditions, Reaction controls are not as effective at high
dynamic pressures but the oscillations do not yield excessive lood factors.
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6.2 LIFTING BODY CAPSULE

6.2.1 RE-ENTRY ESCAPE. As with the ballistic body capsule described above,
the re-entry escape p rformance was calculated in detail for the first five seconds
after separation and then the long time trajectory characteristics were investigated.

6.2, 1.1 Separation Dynamics. This investigative phase considered the use of both
aerodynamic and reaction controls. The autopilot described in Section 4.0 was used
with a pitch-roll mixer incorporated into the reaction controls. In addition, propor-
tional actuators for tile terodynamic surfaces and rocket gimbals were included,
with linear first order time lags.

hi performhing this phase of the investigation, a basic tuchnique was first
determinetd and then the effect of parameter variations on the basic technique was
analyzed. The parameter values used for the more significant computur runs are
presented ia Table X. The jiraumeters investigated are as follows:

a. Aerodynainic flap pitch danping
0. Reaction pitch damping
c . rhrust moments
d. Thrust pitch damping
C . Initial sideslip
f. iltial roll rate
g. initial yaw rate
h. 'hrust magnitude
i . ongitudinal center of gravity position.

Au Immediate oll to wings level attitude was incorporated into tile separa-
tion maneuverL for the lifting bady. hiltially an autopilot command of wings level was
used. 'lils maneuver caused too high a roll rate, L'esulting in pitch roll coui)ling and
diverging values of bank angle, angle of attack, and sideslip. No pitch or yaw damping
from the reaction controls was originaiLy used. By adding pitch and yaw damping, and
a commanded bank angle time history, stable roll maneuvers v re obtained, with
roll rates from 5 to 15 deg/sec. A nominal commanded roll rate of 10 deg/sec was
used in further simulations.

The directional stability of the lifting body is low aia the trajectories did
not trim at zero sideslip. A directional gyro was added to the yaw channel, aligned
with the initial velocity vector. An on-board knowledge of initial sideslip is thus
assumed, and as concluded in Reference 1 must be available throughout the trajectory.
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With the addition of the directional gyro, the steady-state sideslip was essentially
eliminated. However, unless the azimuth command was coordinated with the roll
command, large transient sideslip angles resulted. The azimuth command is required
because the initial bank angle and angle of attack result in a body-axis hcading of 11 deg.
from the initial velocity vector. A linear heading command was found to result in
sufficiently small sideslip angles, and more refined coordination was assumed to be
unnecessary for this study.

On the first runs using aerodynamic surfaces for damping, the effect of time
lag was investigated. An ideal no-lag actuation was compared with a realistic first
order time constant of .1 seconds, and the responses were essentially identical. Thus
for subsequent trajectories a . 1 second actuator lag was used for aerodynamic surfaces
or thrust gimbals.

Figure 77 compares reaction damping with aerodynamic damping for a fixed
trim angle of attack of 10 degrees. Run 1 has three-axis reaction damping while Run 2
has reaction damping in yaw and roll, and pitch damping from the lower aerodynamic
flap. Presented in Figure 77 are angle of attack and lower flap time histories. The
responses show either technique is satisfactory at- this maximum heating point.

Figure 78 presents the angle of attack, flap deflection and gimbal angle time
histories for trajectories with a fixed trim angle of attack of 10 degrees in which thrust
moment effects were included. Since the rocket fuel is off the c.g., the c.g. varies
during burning. The gimbal point is located so that the thrust vector (without damping)
is directed at an intermediate point between the extreme c.g. 's. Comparisons are
shown with pitch damping derived from:

Run 3) lower aero flap
Run 4). lower aero flap plus thrust gimbal
Run 5) reaction controls plus thrust gimbal
Run 6) reaction controls.

Reaction controls are used for roll and yaw damping throughout. The re-
sponses show that no major differences are present, and that any of the four techniques
are satisfactory.

In addition, pomparing Runs I and 2 in Figure 77 with Runs 3 and 6 of Figure 78
show the effect of the thrust moments on the trajectories. With the thrust oriented at
a nominal c.g., there is no major difference due to the thrust moments. Thrust gim-
balling would seem to be required only if there were considerable uncertainty or variation
in the c.g.
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Run 6 was selected as a separation trajectory with satisfactory respouse
characteristics and Figures 79, 80 and 81 show several response variables from this
run. In Figure 79, the angle of attack approaches the trim value of 10 degrees from
an Initial value of 15.5 degrees, never exceeding the initial value. The bank angle
varies smoothly from the initial value to near wings level. The sideslip has a maxi-
mum value of 3 degrees during the roll.

Figure 80 presents the load factor and load factor direction characteristics
for Run 6. 1'he acceleration has a peak value of 10.8 G's, occurring at .08 seconds
and resulting from the rocket thrust. The load factor direction indicates primarily
the direction of the thrust during burning, and the direction of the air load after buraing.

Figure 81 shows the separation distances from the parent vehicle for Ru 6.
The computer program estimates the parent vehicle position by simply considering
that the initial velocity vector remains constant, in magnitude and directiun. Figure
8i shows positive and atidquate clearance.

One of the variable parameters is the trim flap settings, resulting in various
trin angles of attack. Runs were made varying the trim angle of attack from 10" to
300. ,igure 82 shows two attempts to stabilize a trajectory with a trim angle of attack
of 30. Run 7 uses a commanded roll rate of 10°/sec while Run 6 uses a rate of 50/
sec. Thu, high angle of attack makes the roll coupling problem more difficult. The co-
ordination technique that was adequate for the runs having a trim angle of attack of 1O
failed for these two. Both Runs 7 and 16 exceed the bank angle scale shown. lowever,
Run 16 did eventually reverse the roll rate, and tended to return to a wings level
attitude, while Run 7 diverged in roll and sideslip. These higher trim angles of attack
result in high'er temperatures. From temperature considerations, it seems that a
lower initial trim angle of attack that Is gradually increased to a higher value over
several minutes would x preferred. This technique is discussed in Section 6.2.1,2.
k is not concluded from Figure 82 that stabilization of it highL- angle of attack roll is
impossible, only more difficult, and in particular requiring more sophisticated co-
ordination of the three axes during the roll.

Figure 83 shows the effect of varying initial conditions of sideslip, roll rate,
and. yaw rate. Runs 8, 9 and 10 are ideat!cal to Run 6, except that in Run 8, the Initial
sideslip is -3 degrees, in Pun 9 the initial roll rate is .I rad/sec, and in Run 10 the
initial yaw rate is .1 rad/sec. All these runs have three axis reaction damping, as
well as roll and yaw attitude commands. There are no significant differences in the
responses after the first second. The angular rate responses emphasize the off-on
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nature of the reaction controls. When the responses tend to converge, only one is
shown. These runs Aow that the satisfactory responses of Run 6 are not sensitive
to reasonable variations in asymmetric initial conditions.

Figure 84 shows the effect of reducing the nominal thrust level from 25,000
pounds to 12,000 pounds on load factor and separation distance characteristics. As
expected, the load factor and the separation distances are reduced but at this re-entry
condition are adequate. On-the-pad and high dynamic pressure escape which will be
investigated later in the program will determine the minimum thrust requirements.

Figure 85 shows the effect of varying the longitudinal center of gravity on the
responses. Run 12 is essentially a repeat of Run 1, at the nominal c.g. with some
slight modifications in the aerodynamic data curve fits. The c.g. for Run 13 is 4.0%
of the reference length (15.1 ft.)-forward, and that for Run 14 is 2.0% aft. The lower
flap was adjusted to maintain the trim angle of attack near 10 degrees. As expected,
the angle of attack response for a forward c .g. is faster, and that for the aft c .g. is
slower. Differences in the bank angle responses were indistinguishable. Thrust
moments were not included for these runs. The effects of thrust moment would be
similar to those shown in Figure 78. It is concluded from Figure 85 that satisfactory
trajectories are not dependent on reasonable center of gravity shifts if (a) the proper
flap setting is used and (b) thrust moments are not large.

Figure 86 presents the effect of thrust angle on separation distance charac-
teristics of the thrust. For Run 12 the thrust vector is 30 degrees above the horizontal
body axis, and in Run 15, 40 degrees. The thrust magnitudes in each case were equal
to the nominal value presented in Figure 47. As a result Run 12 has more separation
from the parent vehicle in the down range direction, and Run 15 more in cross range
and altitude. Either response is satisfactory, and thus structural and mechanical
disconnect considerations would probably determine the optimum thrust angle.

6.2.1.2 Complete Trajectories. The primary problem of the radiation cooled lifting
body escape capsule is preventing excessive temperatures during the escape trajectory.
The probl:n can be divided into two parts, 1) controlling temperatures during the first
few seconds after escape and 2) controlling temperatures over the entire escape tra-
jectory.

Temperatures are a function of altitude, velocity and angle of attack. In-
creasing velocity and angle of attack increases temperatures while increasing altitude
decreases temperatures. For lifting vehicles in equilibrium flight the decrease in
temperature due to increasing trajectory altitude more than offsets the increase in
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temperature due to the increase in angle of attack required to achieve the higher
altitude. This is not true however for non-equilibrium flight. For the present capsule,
escape is initiated at an angle of attack of 15.50. As discussed in Section 6.2.1.1,
if the capsule is syparated and trimmed for a high angle of attack, it pitches up to the
high angle of attack faster than the altitude increases, leading to excessive temlnpratures.

There is a maneuver which will prevent the initial pitchup and also achieve
the advantage of a high trim angle of attack trajectory. This is a maneuver in which
the vehicle separates trimmed for a low angle of attack and then gradually pitches up
to a high trim angle of attack.

This maneuver was investigated using the two degree of freedom trajectory
program. As a basis of comparison, the trajectories for fixed trim angles of 10, 15
and 30 degrees were determined. Two varying lift trajectories were considered. In
the first the angle of attack was increased linearly over a 150 second time pe riod from
10 to 15 degrees. In the second the angle of attack was increased from 15 to 30 degrees
over a 150 second time period. The resulting altitude velocity trajectories are shown
in Figure 87.

It can be seen from Figure 87 that the constant lift trajectories oscillate with
the oscillations becoming more severe as the trim angle is increased. As will be dis-
cussed in Section 4.0, these oscillations yield aerodynamic heating problems. Vary-
ing the angle of attack from 10 to 15 degrees during the trajectory resulted in a very
smooth trajectory. The trajectory in which the angle of attack was varied from 15 to
30 degrees was better than the fixed 30 degree trim angle of attack trajectory, but
still exhibited some oscillations. This trajectory could be readily improved by de-
creasing the rate at which the angle of attack is increased.

The effect of capsult wing loading on these varying lift complete trajectories
is presented in Figure 88.

6.2.1.3 Aerodynamic Hleating. In general, equilibrium temperatures were obtained
at four points on the lifting body. These points were as follows:

a. Leading edge
b. Lower surface 5.0 ft. aft
c. Lower surface 12.0 ft. aft
d. Flap 1.0 ft. aft of hinge line.
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The leading edge diameter was 0.5 ft. with a sweep of 730 . A transition
Reynolds number of 2 x 105 was used in analyzing the lower surface and the flaps.
At 5.0 ft. aft on the lower surface the cant angle was 10.0 degrees and at 12.0 ft.
aft was 2.0 degrees. The leading edge was analyzed where the cant angle was 10.0
which reduced the effective sweep angle yielding higher leading edge temperatures.

Flaps were treated as wedges with a half angle equal to the deflection angle. For the
lower surface flap, the vehicle angle of attack was added to the wedge angle to obtain
the total flap incider1e angle. For the side flaps an effective angle of attack was
determined which was then added to the wedge angle to obtain the total flap incidence
angle.

Figure 89 compares the leading edge temperature histories for trajectories
3, 4 and 6 from Table I. These were the trajectories in whicn aerodynamic control,
reaction control and thrust gimbaling were compared. For all these trajectories, the
peak leading edge temperature of 3478 R occurs at separation. The variation in
temperature between the trajectories is a result of the difference in vehicle response
characteristics as shown in Figure 78.

Figure 90 presents the temperature history of the deflected lower flap for
trajectory 3. Trajectory 3 is the trajectory in which aerodynamic control is used in
pitch and the thrust moment effects are includcd without thrust gimbaling. The flap
temperature is presented for this trajectory since this trajectory places the most
severe demands on the flap controls for a trim angle of 10 degrees. There is little
variation in flap temperature due to the fact that the flap deflection varied only about
5 degrees from the nominal trim deflection of 34.50 as shown in Figure 78. The flap
hinge line is located just aft of the 12 ft. aft point. The flap film coefficient was cal-
culated to be 8.6 times greater than a laminar film coefficient on the vehicle lower
surface at the 12.0 ft. aft point just ahead of the flap at 1.2 seconds from separation.
Reference 15 would predict a larger increase in film coefficient, however, the ex-
perimental data of References 15 and 16 have sufficient scatter that the increase of
8.6 would seem to be a reasonable estimate.

The effects of trim angle of attack on the leading edge and lower surface
temperatures at a point 12 ft. aft of the nose are shown in Figure 91. Trajectory 6
represents a trim angle of 10 degrees while trajectory 7 represents a trim angle of
30 degrees. The temperatures for a trim angle of attack of 30 degrees are quite
high due to the rapid pitchup shown in Figure 82. For the 10 degree trim angle of
attack trajectory the peak leading edge and lower surface temperatures are 3447 R
and 2828 R occurring at separation. For the 30 degree trim angle of attack trajectory,
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the peak temperatures occur at 1.4 seconds after separation and are 3982 R aud
3414 R for the leading edge and lower surface respectively.

Figure 92 presents temperature histories for 4 vehicle locations for tra-
jectory 6 which is referred to as the nominal trajectory, The locations are; leading
edge, lower surface - 5 ft. aft, lower surface - 12 ft. aft and lower flap - 1 ft. aft
of hinge line. The leading edge temperature was determined for a sweepback of 71.4
degrees. This sweepback was used in order to obtain an estimate of the effects of
the slight sideslip present in this trajectory as shown in Figure 79. Comparing the
leading edge temperature history of Figure 92 with the temperature history given in
Figure 91 for a sweepback of 73 degrees reveals that the small sideslip results in a
peak leading edge temperature increase of 31 degrees. Since a primary flight vehicle
will be designed to permit siduslips of approximately 3 degrees, this should not be
considered a problem area. The peak lower surface temperatures at 5 and 12 feet aft
x)th occur at th initial separation and are 2441 R and 2828 R respectively. The tem-
perature at 12 ft. Is higher than at 5 ft. because of the existence of a turbulent boundary
layer at 12 ft. lHad a transition Reynolds number of 5 x 105 been used, the bundary
layer would have been laminar at 12 ft. aft and the temperatures less than at 5 ft. aft.

'lgure 93 pr sentis leading edge and side flap temperature histories for
tU. Rjuctory 8 in which an initial sideslip angle of 3 degrees w6 s considered. lWte to the
initial sIde 111) a gle, Ih leading edge temperature is higher than for trajectory 6.
The peak tniperature Still occurs at separation, however, and is 3507 R. Th1c side
flap hod a conutant deflection of 40 dg,-rees and attained t', oeak temperature of 31.85 R
at 24 seconds after separatton.

Figure 94 presents the leading cdge temperature histories for the constant
llgiV of attack traiectorics presented in Vigure 87. Increasing tile initial trim angle

increases the leading edge temperatures. Figure 95 presents the leading edge tempera-
ture histories for the two trajectories in which the angle of attack was slowly increased
over a 150 second time period. Increasing tile angle of attack from 10 degrees to 15
degrees yielded a trajectory in which the peak temperature occurred at separation.
The trajectory in which the angle was increased from 15 degrees to 30 degrees also
had ito peak temperature at separation but still had large temperature oscillations
resulting from the trajectory oscillations shown in Figure 87. As discussed in Sec-
tion 3.4, these oscillations could be decreased by decreasiag the pitchup rate.

The effect of wing loading on the complete trajectory leading edge tempera-
ture characteristics are presented in Figures 96 and97 for final trim angles of atack
of 15 and 30 degrees respectively. The peak leading edge temperatures er.a as follows-
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A/ S Traj. No. Trim Angie ,OlR

28.4 48 is 3275
29.7 105 3395
56.6 106 "3666

28.4 51 30 3431
39.7 107 113469
56.6 108 of3657

6.2.2 ORBIT ESCAPE. Tile, initial conditions for tile lifting body orbit separation
dynamics runs are presented in Table X1

[Uigurue 98 presents angle Of attack timie histories for orbit escape at two
thiruSt levels. Satisfactory performance was obtained in all cases. The thrust moment
produces a somewhat greater angle of attack Oscillitii but it is quickly damped Oat.
iA2CVVIilig Liie ihn-:u6t level decruases the overshioot cliaracturistics. Thle effect of
initial angular rates is neCgligible.

'l'ii orit. re-enitry trajectory char1lacteristLicb prntc~ig thec effect of wing
loadinig alid ii i angle of attalck a VV 81how11 in Figure 99. For a tri ni angle of attack
Of 15 dUgreCUs the, followinlg peaik leading edge temiperatureus were obtaine d:

W/S Maximum1"l L. B. Tiemp0 R

28,A 3420
41.4 3550
58.8 :3640

'riusu teulperat ares ace appcoxiniately the samei as tlie iaximum- leading edge tempera -
tores otained for escape fromn the maximlum heating point of thu primary flight vehicle
as presented La FigueS 96 and 97.

6.2.3 RECOVE RY CEILING. Figure 100 presents thle recovery ceiling for rihe
Lifting Bdy capsule for three values of' wing loading. For this configuration the re-
covery Ceiling inl the high hypersonlic regien Is dte,,rmined by temperature limit.s. The
leading edge temperature was used as thle base temperature for determining recovery
ceiling. From the studies described in Section 6.2.1 a leading edge temperature limit
of 3440 R was used. This is unrealistic for the wing loading of 56.6 since the long time
trajectory characteristics discussed in Section 6.2. 1 indicate that at this wing loading
a maximum temperature of 3640 R is reached for escape from the primary flight vehicle
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maximum heating point. For this reason, a recovery ceiling based upon this tempera-
ture is also shown in Figure 100. The recovery ceiling capability of the lifting body
capsule is slightly less than the primary flight vehicle for the low wing loading condi-
tion. As the escape capsule wing loading increases the recovery ceiling decreases.

6.2.4 ON-THE-PAD ESCAPE. The run schedule of initial conditions for the per-
formance studies at this flight condition are presented in Table XII. Figure 101
presents the angle of attack time history and altitude range-characteristics for the
lifting body separating from the on-the-pad condition. The effects of thrust moments
and aerodynamic control damping on the angle of attack characteristics are indicated.
Without aerodynamic damping the capsule experiences large oscillations. As expected,
decreasing the thrist inclination increases the altitude achieved during separation.
The upper curves in Figure 102show the effect of control system type on separation
altitude characteristics. For Run 153 without any controls the altitude is probably
below the limits for good parachute recovery. The lower curves in Figure 102 compare
the angle of attack characteristics for two nominal flap angle settings. At this sub-
sonic condition a large negative trim angle of attack results. The separation altitude
characteristics however were found to be adequate. The maximum load factor for
on-the-pad escape results from the escape rocket thrust and is within human tolerance
limits.

6.2.5 LANDING ESCAPE. The run schedule for this condition is presented in Table
XII. Figure 103 presents the angle of attack and altitude time history characteristics
for separation during landing approach. The effects of aerodynamic damping and thrust
moment on the angle of attack characteristics are indicated. Aerodynamic damping

yields good angle of attack characteristics even when the thrust moment effects are in-
cluded. The initial decrease in angle of attack is a result of the change in magnitude
and direction of the velocity vector due to the rocket thrust. For the landing approach
condition, decreasing the thrust inclination angle decreases the altitude although in all
cases investigated, sufficient altitude for parachute recovery was obtained.

Figure 104 shows the effect of control system type and flap setting on the
angle of attack characteristics. Aerodynamic controls yield excellent damping. The
reaction controls show very little effect when compared with the characteristics ob-
tained with no damping. Use of the flap settings used at hypersonic speeds result in
a negative trim angle of attack and as a consequence poor separation altitude char-
acteristics. The peak separation altitude achieved was only 130 ft. with escape starting
at 100" ft.
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As with on-the-pad escape, the maximum load factor results from the
escape rocket thrust and is within human tolerance limits.

6.2.6 MAXIMUM DYNAMIC PRESSURE ESCAPE. The initial conditions for the
escape performance studies at this flight condition are presented in Table XIII. Figure
105 presents the effect of control type on the angle of attack and load factor charac-
teristics. Very good damping is obtained with aerodynamic controls. Large angle of
attack oscillations and resulting load factor oscillations occur when reaction controls
are used. The load factors however do not exceed human tolerance limits.

Figure 106 presents the effects of flap deflection angle on the angle of attack
characteristics. At this flight condition the flap deflections used at hypersonic speeds
yield a negative trim angle of attack. Also shown in Figure 103 are the effects of
initial pitch rate on the angle of attack characteristics. These high initial pitch rates
which are a measure of interference effects have a minor effect on the characteristics.
lhe oscillations which kre induced are quickly damped out.

Figure 107 presents angle of attack, load factor and load factor direction
characteristics showing the effect of thrust moment. Without damping the capsule
experiences large oscillations which result in load factor osciliations. The load factors
are still within human tolerance limits however.

6.2.7 PERFORMANCE CONCLUSIONS. On the basis of these studies the following
conclusions can be made regarding the separate nose lifting body capsule.

1. In order to minimize temperatures the capsule should be separated and
trimmed for a lower angle of attack than the 15.5 degrees vehicle angle of attack at the
maximum heating condition. After separation the angle of attack should be slowly
increased to a high angle of attack.

2. Increasing the capsule wing loading increases the temperature. The
temperature limits of the primary flight vehicle are exceeded if the wing loading is
greater than approximately 35.

3. Aerodynamic controls yield the best damping characteristics at all at-
mospheric flight conditons. Despite the relatively poor damping associated with re-
action controls at the higher dynamic pressure condition the load factors are still
within human tolerance limits.

4. The aerodynamic characteristics of the capsule are such that different flap

settings must be used for hypersonic escape and escape at supersonic and subsonic speeds.
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6.3 POD CAPSUJLE

6.3.1 RE-ENTRY ESCAPE. The re -entry escape discussion is divided into separa -
tion dynamics (first 10 seconds) and complete trajectories.

6.*3. 1 . 1 Separation Dynamics.* The basic technique selected was that used for the
lifting body and described above. A roil to wings level was executed using a commanded
roll rate of 15 deg/sec. To prevent pitch roll coupling it was necessary to provide pitch
and yaw damping. As with the lifting body, it was necessary to provide an azimuth
command to keep small sideslip angles during the roil maneuver.* The commanded roll
was initiated at the time the lower flaps were deflected.

Since the pod capsule is located in the primary vehicle it is necessary to delay
the opening of the lower flaps until the capsule has moved out of the primary vehicle.
Investigating the separation distance characteristics of several of the initial run,
which were made with the lower flaps undeflected, indicated that the capaule had
sufficient clearance at the point where the angle of attack reached 17 degrees. Thei
parametric investigation described below used 17 degrees as the angle of attack for
lower flap deflection. T1he use of angle of attack as the parameter the ot switch para-
meter in the autopilot subroutine described in Section 4.0 could be used diroctly. In
actual iesign a time delay would most likely be used rather thani an angle of attack.

i order to account for aerodynamic interference effects, on initial pitch rate
of - .1 rad/sec was used for all the rutis as discussed in Section 3.4.

Using the basic technique characteristiis listed above the separation dynamics
wore investigated as a function of the following parameter variations.

a) Aerodynamic control
b) Reaction control
c) Thrust moments
d) Th1rust gimbaling
e) Initial sideslip
f) Initial yaw rate
g) Initial roll rate
h) Thrust magnitude
i) Thrust direction
j) Trim angle of attack.
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The parameters for the selected series of runs are shown in Table XIV.

The results are summarized in Figures 108 through 115. Run I has been selected

as the nominal run and Figures 108, 109 and 110 show several response characteristics
for this run. The nominal run uses reaction controls and has no thrust moments in-
eluded. A trim angle of attack of approximately 5.4 degrees was selected.

Figure 108 presents time histories of the angle of attack, sideslip angle and
bank angle. The capsule pitches up during the first .5 seconds. This is a result of
the delay in deflecting the lower flap. The capsule then has a damped oscillation
about the trim angle. Tie batk angle varies smoothly from the initial 45 degree
value to the wings level condition. The sideslip has a maximum value of approximately
2.4 degrees during the roll.

Figure 109 presents the load factor and load factor direction characteristics
for the nominal run and Ruti 2 In which one-haWf of the nominal thrust was ased. Using
the nominal thrust, the peak load factor is approximately 16.5 G's, occurring at .08
seconds and resulting primarily from the rocket thrust. Reducing the rocket thrust
lovul by one-half reduces the peak load factor by approximately one-half. The load
factor direction shown in Figure 109 indicates primarily the direction of the thrust
during burning, and the direction of the air load after burning. l'he ostillatious in

the load factor directiou result froin the angle of attack oscillations show11 in FigUre 108.

FIgur 110 shows the separation distance characturistics from the parent
vehicle for Runs I and 2. The trajectory analysis computer program estimates the
parent vehicle position by simply considering that tile initial velocity vector remais
constant in magnitude and direction. Figure 110 indicates adequate separation char-
acteristic s for both the nominal thrust level of Run I and tile reduced thrust level of
Run 2.

Figure 111 lpresents the effects of thrust moments on the angle of attack time
history characteristics. The thrust moment results from the fact that tile separation
rocket is located off the c.g. and results in the vehicle c .g. varying during rocket burn-
ing. The gimbal point is located so that the thrust vector (without tlhrust damping) is
directed at an Intermediate point between the extreme e.g. positions. It can be seen
that the thrust moments have a significant effect on the angle of attack response. The
vehicle oscillates over an angle of attack range of 45 degrees. The oscilation is
damped, however, but would lead to excessive temperatures on the radiation cooled
upper surface.
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The use of thrust gimbaling as indicated by Run 4 in Figure 111 greatly re-
duces the oscillations and yields a very satisfactory trajectory, I fact, the use of
thrust gimbaling yields a trajectory with smaller osciLlations than Run 1, the nominal
trajectory. The thrust gimbal angle required in Run 4 is also shown in Figure 12 and
is seen to have a peak of 2 degrees.

Figure 112 compares the angle of art.ck time histories for full reaction
control and aerodynamic pitch control. It can be seen that there are no large differences
In the angle of attack characteristics. The use of aerodynamic damping provides
slightly better damping characteristics than the reaction controls. Tho aerodynamic
damping is provided by the lower flaps. The flap deflection angle for Run 5 is also
shown in Figure 112 and is seen to vary from 27 degrees to 50 degrees.

The effects of varying initial conditions of sideslip, roll rate and yaw rate
on the vehicle angular response characteristics are presented in Figure 113. The
initial conditions are the same as the nominal run, (Run 1) except that in Run 6, the
initial sideslip is 3 degrees, in Run 7 the initial roll rate is . 1 radians/second and in
Run B the initial yaw rate is I I radian/second. These three runs have three axis
reaction damping as well as pitch, roll and yaw attitude commands. There are no
significant differences in the angle of attack and bank Angle time histories. Run 6
with an initial sideslip angle of 3 degrees shows rather poor damping of the sideslip,
however the angles are not large. These runs indicate that the response is not sensi-
tive to reasonable variations in asymmetric initial conditions.

The effects of thrust angle on the separation distance characteristics are in-
dicated in Figure 114. For Run 1, the nominal run, the thrust deflection angle was
40 degrees above the horizontal body axis and in Run 9, 30 degrees. The thrust magni-
tudes In each case were equal to th( nominal value given in Figure 46. As a result,
Run I has more separation from che parent vehicle in cross-range and altitude, and
Run 9 more in the down range direction. Hither response is satisfactory, and thus
structural and mechanical disconnect considerations would probably determine the
optimum thrust angle.

Figure 115 shows the effect of trim angle of attack and center of gravity
position on the angle of attack time histories. It is seen that increasing the trim
angle decreases the magnitude of the pitch oscillations for trim angles up to the initial
angle of attack.

Varying the longitudinal center of gravity by 5% of the reference length in
both the forward and aft directions has a negligible effect on the magnitude of the pitch
oscillations, affecting mainly the frequency of the oscillations.
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perau a expri cedby an ascape
capsule may not necessarily occur at the maximum heating point of the primary flight
vehicle. For this reason complete escape trajectories were determined from the
primary vehicle maximumi heating point.

Figure 116 presents altitude -velocity trajectories for the pod capsule showing
the effects of trim angle of attack and wing loadIing. increasing the trim angle of attack
results in higher altitude trajectories. Increasing the wing loading decreases the
altitude leading to miore severe temiperature~s.

6.3. 1.3 Aerodynamic l-oatig. Rrpnibirini temperatures were calculatvd at five
p~oints Oil the pod VC-hicle * These poin1ts wefe as follows:

a.* Nose - diameter 2.5 ft.
b). LOWer SUrfaCC 2,0( ft.
c . Lower surface -4.0 ft.
d. Upper surface -2.0 ft.
0.* Lower fla1p1 - 1 .0 f t. If t Of 11hnge ineU.

A transition Rcyniolds unubr of 2 x 105 was assumed for the lower surface
anttid flap calculio,011ns Tu lower surface was hiclitnud 10.0 degrees at tile 2.0 foot
location and 0.0 degrees, at the 4.0 foot location * Tis ngle was added to the pod
atngl ofatak to obtain thec ,urface inclAination angle to the flow.* Tihe filp wats conl-

sidered as a wedge with a half angle equal to the deflection angle . The vehicle angle
of attack was added to the defleCtion angIl to obiaiii tile flap in, Acidece angle. A
IxUn1dary layer flow distanice of 1.0 feet wats assumied.

A swept cylinder analysis was aipplied tO tile Upper surface at the 2.0 foot
location. True upper surface was inclined 30 degrees to the pod centerline and had a
dinnmeter of 3.4 feet,

Figures .117 and 118 present the temileratUre histories for Run 1. The peak
nose temperature was 3935 R at 1.2 seconds after tseparation. Thie peak temperature
of 3195 R on the flap also occurred at 1.2 seconds. Ani upper surface peak tempera-
ture of 2825 R occurred at 1.6 seconds after separation. Lower surface temperatures
at 2.0 feet and 4.0 feet both peaked at the same time of 0.6 seconds. The 2.0 foot
point was at a hiigher temperature than the 4.0 foot point; 2800 R as compared to 2365 R.
'The temperature oscillations are a result of the angle of attack oscillations shown in
Figure 108. Temperature fluctuations of the lower surface and the upper surface are
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180 degrees out of phase because as the lower surface flow inclination was increased
the upper surface Inclination was decreased. An increase in flow inciiation results in
higher temperatures.

Temperature histories for trajectory 11 having a trim aigle of attack of 14
degrees are presented on Figure 119. Again the 2.0 foot location on the lower surface
has temperatures greater than the 4.0 foot location. The peak tempe rature was 281.0 R
at 0.6 seconds after separatlon at the 2.0 foot location; 10°R higher than the results
In Figure 118. An upper surface peak temperature of 2365 R at 1.4 seconds was realized.
This was 460°R lower than the results on Figure 117. This is as expected, since in-
creasing the vehicle angle of attack decreases the angle of inclination of the upper sur-
face. For the pod capsule, which is assumed to have ablation material on the lower
surface and be radiation cooled on the upper surface, the upper surface is the critical
heating point. For this reason, a high trim angle of attack would be desirable for
escape trajectories ii the hypersonic reg me.

Tihe temperature characteristics corresponding to the angle of attack of 30
dcgrcs complete trajectories presented in Figure 116 are shown In Figure 120. The
lower surface attains relatively high temperatures but these are within the state of
the art of ablatiou materials. The upper surface temperatures are relatively low,
being approximately 500 degrees lower than the temperatures on the upper surface
durlug priniary vehicle flight. For this reason, a s, ightly lower trim angle of attack
could bX used.

6.3.2 ORBIT ESCAPi. The initial conditions for the orbit escape performance
studies are presented in Table XV.

Figure 121 presents angle of attack time history characteristics for separa-
tion ii orbit. The data in Figure 121 shows the effects of thrust moments and thrust
gimbaling. Without thrust gimbaling the capsule pitches to a very high angle of attack.
This is not severe however since the reaction controls would bring the capsule to the
desired low angle of attack position In less than one minute.

The complete orbit re-entry trajectories for wing loadings of 55 and 91.5 psf
are presented in Figure 122 for a trim angle of attack of 30 degrees. The peak upper
surface temperature. 2.0 feet aft and lower surface temperature 4.0 feet aft are as
follows:
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Wing Loading Positlon Peak Temperature

55 psi lower 3340 0 R
upper 15000 R

91.5 psi lower 3750°R
upper 1550 0 R

These peak temperatures are approximately the same as those attained for
the complete trajectories from the primary flight vehicle maximum heating point as
preseuted in Figure 117.

6.3.3 RECOVERY CEILING. The recovery ceiling characteristics determined for
the pod capsule configuration are presented in Figure 123. These tralectories were
determined for an angle of attack of 30 degrees. The recovery ceiling in the hyper-
sonic regime was determined by temperature limits. It was assumed that the tempera-
ture limit was the peak lower surface temperature 4.0 feet aft of the nose obtained on
the escape trajectory from the primary vehicle maximum heating point. These
temperature characteristics vw re presented in Figure 120. Also showu ln FigurQ 123
is the recovery ceiling capability if a peak lower surface temperature of 3800O1R is
used. If higher lower surface temperatures are allowed and the recovery ceiling were

aised on the upper surface temperatures much higher recovery ceilings woul l 
obtained. The cV.:overy ceiling of the primary flight vehicle is shown on Figure 123
for comparison.

6.3.4 ON-TIlE- PAD ESCAPE. The run schedule for this escape condition Is
presented in Table XVI. Figure 124 presents the effects of thrttst moment and
control system on the angle of attack characteristics and the effect of thrust angle on
the separation distance characteristics. The use of aerodynamic damping rapidly
eliminates the pitch oscillations.

Figure 125 shows the effect of control system type on the angle of attack
characteristics without thrust moment effects. The reaction controls yield poor
damping but in all cases the load factor characteristics are within human tolerance
limits. Also shown in Figure 125 is the effect of thrust moment on the separation
distance characteristics using various types of damping. The only acceptable altitude
characteristics are o'tained with the use of thrust gimbaling.

6.3.5 LANDING ESCAPE. The parameter variations for the pa rformance investi-
gation at this escape condition are presented in Table XVI. Figure 126 presents the
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angla of attack Qaracteristics Whwwiug the effect of control system type. Good
damping characteristic s are obtained with the aerodynamlc controls. The reactlon
controls have very little effect.

Figure 127 shows the effect of thrust moments on the angle of attack char-
acteristics with aerodynamic damping. Also shown in Figure 127 are the effects of
thrust inclination angle on the separation altitude. Adequate altitude and separation
characteristics were obtained in all cases investigated. The maximum load factor
results from the rocket thrust and is within human tolerance limits.

6.3.6 MAXIMUM DYNAMIC PRESSURE ESCAPE. The Initial conditions for the
performance runs at these conditions are prcn-cnted in Table XVII,

Figure 128 presents the angle of attack load factor and load factor direction
characteriotics showing the effect of trim angle of attack and initial pitch rate using
aerodynamic damping. Increasing the initial pitch rate increases the mngnitude of
the oscillation but the load factor remains within human tolerance limits.

The upper curves in Figure 129 show the effect of aerodynamic controls
ou the angle of attack uharacteristics with thrust moments. Tile aerodynamic controls
yield good damping. The lower curves compare aerodynamic and reaction controls
with no thrust monients. IoTur this configuration the differences are not too great.

6.3.7 PERFORMANCE CONCLUSIONS. On the basis of the performance in-
vestigatiou of the pod capsule the following conclusions can be made:

I . Allowable temperature characteristics can be obtained if a moderate
trim angle of attack is used, e.g. 20 to 30'.

2. Either reaction controls or aerodynamic controls can be used in the at-
mosphere. Although the damping is not as good with reaction controls
at the higher dynamic pressures the resulting oscillations do not lead
to excessive load factors.

3. Different flap settings are required in the hypersonic regime than at the
lower Mach numbers.
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0.4 TURNAROUND CAPSULE

6.4.1 RE-ENTRY ESCAPE. The 13 rformance at this flight condition will be dis-
cussed under separation dynamics and complete trajectories.

6.4.1:.l Separation lynamics. The analysis was limited to the first twelve seconds
after separation, which was sufficient to determine the response characteristics,
and achieve adequate clearance. The initial phase consisted of determining a basic
teclique while the final phase consisted of investigating the effect of various para-
meter variations using the basic technique.

It was decided to perform the turnaround maneuver in the pitch plane. This
would expo 'o tie lower surface to the high aerodynamic heating and loads encountered
during turnaround and would be more ill line with the heating E.nd loading distributionL
IL the primary flight vehicle.

The initial runs wore made with a zero bank angle initial condition il order to
inve tigate tWe pitch plane motion . It was found that the vohicle coul Lx! turned aronld
by aerodynamic forces If the center of gravity wAs located such that te vehicle was;
unstable in the initial separation orientation and stable with tile heat shield forward.
It was ,found that the vehicle pitch clhracteristics were extremely sensitivo to the

celter Of gravity locatilon (stability characteristics). A nominal center of gravity
no ; shown In F i glire 9 was selected foL' the study. As indicated In Section 3.1 it wu;
necessary to delay the opening of the flap controls until the vehicle had pitched beyond
ninety degrees angle of attack (conventional angle of attack measured to the smalller
nose). The angle of attack of initial flap opening is designated a switch.

After these initial studies of the pitch plane characteristics the performance
was investigated with the initial condition of a 45 degree bank angle. It was desired
during the separation timaneuver to roll the vehicle to a zero degree bank angle. The
technique selected was one in which the roll command was initiated at the same time
as the flaps were extended, ey switch. Another technique would be to delay the roll
orientation maneuver until the pitch maneuver was completed. In order to keep the
sideslip low it was necessary to include a linear heading command which was coord-

inated with tle roll command, as with the lifting bodsy.

Table XVIII presents a summary od conditions for the more significant tra-
jectories which were analyzed. Figures 130, 131 and 132 present trajectory char-
acteristics for Run I of Table XVIII which was selected as a nominal run. The nominal
run uses reaction controls and has no aerodynamic damping or thrust moments. A
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commanded pitch rate of -10 degrees per seconld was used. The flaps were deflected
when the angle of attack reached 800 (ae switch) and at this time a commanded roll rate
of 15 degrees per second was introduced. Figure 130 presents time histories of angle
of attack, sideslip angle and bank angle. The angle of attack definition for all the
trajectories- to be presented is indicated in Figure 130. The angle of attack over-
shoots the zero trim angle by about 10 degrees but is quickly damped out. The peak
sideslip angle which is a result of coupling between motions is less than 2.5 degrees.
This could be lowered by a more refined autopilot but was not believed to be necessary
for this study. The vehicle reaches a maximum bank angle of 115 degrees and then
decays to zero degrees. The high bank angle is a result of the turnaround maneuver.
For example, an unbanked vehicle re rforming a 1800 turnaround maneuver in the
pitch plane would end up at a 1800 bank angle.

Figure 131 presents the load factor and load factor direction characteristics
of the nominal run. The acceleration has a peak value of 11 g's, occurring at .08
seconds and resulting from the rocket thrust. The load factor at a 90 degree angle of
attack is approximately 2.3 which is within the structural load factor limits. The
load factor direction results from the combination of rocket thrust and aerodynamic
loads. The large changes in direction can be attributed to the turnaround motion of
the capsule.

/

Figure 132 presents the separation distance characteristics for the nominal
run. The computer program estimates the parent vehicle position by simply consider-
ing that the initial velocity vector remains constant, in magnitude and direction.

Figure 131 shows positive and adequate clearance.

Using Run 1 as a basis, the effects of the following parameters on the separa-
tion trajectory characteristics were investigated:

a) Aerodynamic damping
b) Thrust moments
c) Thrust gimbaling
d) Pitch rate command

e) Initial sideslip
f) Initial roll rate

g) Initial yaw rate
h) Initial pitch rate
i) Thrust magnitude
j) Longitudinal center of gravity position.
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The effects of varying the angle at which the flaps are opened and the commanded
roll i:; initiated are presented in Figure 133. This figure presents time histories of
the angle of attack, sideslip angle and bank angle for aswitch values of 80 degrees,
and 68 degrees. Reducing Oswitch to 68 degrees increases the time to reach the zero
trim angle and decreases the overshoot somewhat. The effects on sideslip and bank
angle are negligible.

The effects of varying initial conditions of sideslip, roll rate and yaw rate are
shown in Figure 134. The three runs shown in Figure 134 all have three axis reaction
damping and pitch, roll, and yaw attitude commands. It is seen that there are no
significant effects due to these reasonable variations in asymmetric initial conditions.

Figure 135 compares the angular time histories obtained with reaction con-
trols and aerodynamic controls. Run 1 has three axis reaction damping while Run 6
has reaction damping in yaw and roll and pitch damping from the lower flap. For
both runs the flaps remained undeflected until an angle of attack of 80 degrees was
achieved. Each run had a commanded pitch rate of -10 degrees per second. This
command was bypassed for Run 6 until the flaps were deflected thus a faster turnaround
maneuver was accomplished using aerodynamic controls for pitch control. kt is seen
from Figure 135 that the type of control has an insignificant effect on the pitch over-
shoot. The bank angle time history varies somewhat corresponding to the variation in
angle of attack time history. Figure 135 also indicates the lower flap angular time
history for Runs 1 and 6.

The effects of commanded pitch rate and thrust moment characteristics on
the angle of attack time histories are presented in Figure 136. Varying the commanded
pitch rate from 0 to -10 degrees per second has a negligible effect on the angle of
attack. As expected, increasing the commanded angular rate decreases the turnaround
time.

Since the rocket is located off the c.g., the c.g. varies during burning. The
gimbal point is 1ocated so that the thrust vector (without damping) is directed at an
intermediate point between the extreme c .g. 's. The effects of including this thrust
moment with and without gimbaling are shown in Figure 136. It is seen that there is
a relatively insignificant effect of thrust moments. The main effect is a slight change
in turnaround time.

Figure 137 shows the effect of varying the longitudinal center of gravity on
the capsule responses. The effects of center of gravity positions 1.5%o of the reference
length forward and aft of the nominal c .g. were investigated. Forward and aft are
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measured with respect to the heat shield. The characteristics for Run I with the
nominal c.g. are also s',own in Figure 137. It can'be seen from Figure 137 that the
capsule is extremely sensitive to center of gravity position. Moving the c.g. forward
towards the heat shield increases the capsule instability at the initiation of separation
resulting in a severe turnaround maneuver with a 45 degree overshoot. This severe
pitch maneuver couples with the motion in the other planes to produce an erratic roll
history and a large sideslip angle. Moving the c.g. aft as shown by Run 12 increases
the capsule stability at the initiation of separation such that the capsule never reaches
the flap initiation angle of 80 degrees and trims at an angle of attack of approximately
115 degrees. These rather significant effects of c.g. location could be lessened by
increasing the size of the reaction jets. This of course would increase the weight
penalty of the control system.

Figure 138 shows the effect of thrust level, thrust deflection angle and
rocket burning time on the angle of attack and bank angle time histories. It can be
seen from Figure 138 that these variations change the time histories somewhat but
have no adverse effects in terms of trajectory oscillations or overshoots.

Figure 139 shows the effect of the thrust variations presented in Figure 138
on the load factor and separation distance characteristics. Reducing the nominal
thrust level from 25,000 pounds to 12,000 po',:nds reduces the initial load factor by
approximately .5 and still provides adequate separation characteristics. Decreasiag
the thrust deflection angle from 40 degrees to 30 degrees increases the longitudinal
range separation and decreases the cross-range and altitude separation. The separa-
tion distance is still adequate however.

Increasing the rocket burning time to 2.0 seconds increases the separation
distance.

6.4.1.2 Complete Trajectories. Complete trajectories for the turnaround capsule
from the maximum heating point of the primary flight vehicle are presented in Figure
140 for three values of wing loading. The maximum load factors obtained during these
trajectories are as follows:

W/S Load Factor Velocity

32.6 7.26 8198
40.6 7.64 8629
73.2 8.54 9260
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6.4.1.13 Aerodynamic Heating. Surface temperature characteristics were determined
using the aerodynamic heating techniques presented in Section 4.0. The heat shield
was analyzed in two sections. In the side view, the lower corner of the heat shield
has a diameter of 0.8 feet and the heat shield diameter at the center line is 9.05 fect.
Temperature histories were calculated at both locations after the vehicle had rotated
to the 90 degree angle of attack position.

A swept cylinder was assumed for the lower surface. This was necessary
because of shock detachment at the high angles of attack. The proper cylinder diameter
was chosen by matching the swept cylinder temperature history to the lower surface
flat plate temperature history up to shock detachment. A check on the peak temperature
was made using the delta wing at high angle of attack theory of Bertram from Ref. 17
The thermal lag of the surface was obtained by using the unmodified aerodynamic
heating program assuming a cover panel, insulation, and structure.

The flaps were assumed to be wedges with a boundary layer run of 1.0 foot.

Figure 141 gives the temperature histories of the two points on the heat shield
for the nominal run after an angle of attack of 90 degrees. The dashed line represents
the shift in stagnation point with the vehicle rotati-'n. The corner temperature was
approximately 4980°R for 0.2 seconds and then the heat shield face was approximately
3330 R for the remaining time. Thermal lag will suppress the corner temperature.

The results of the lower surface temperature history studies are shown on
Figure 142. The temperature histories were calculated using swept cylinder theory.
The 4.0 foot point temperatures are lower than the 12.0 foot point because the boundary
layer was laminar while at the 12.0 foot point it was turbulent. The peak temperatures
at 4.0 feet and 12.0 feet were 3380°R at 1.7 seconds and 4315°R at 1.8 seconds, re-
spectively. These occurred when the surfaces were at 90 degrees to the flow; the
vehicle angles of attack were 100 degrees and 88 degrees respectively, due to the in-
clination of the surfaces with respect to the body center line. The results of a check
on the swept cylinde assumption at the 4.0 foot location using the theory reported by
Brtram in Ref. 17 are indicated in Figure 142. It gave a temperature of 3360°R; 20°R
less than the swept cylinder assumption. Location 4.0 was also used to show the
thermal lag of the surface temperature due to the presence of a finite structure behind
the surface. The dashed curve shows a peak temperature of 2945°R, at 2.4 seconds.
The peak surface temperature was reduced 435°R and delayed 0.7 seconds by including
the thermal lag due to the structure and insulation behind the surfacc. A check of the
structural temperature at the 4.0 foot point indicated a temperature rise of approximately
30 degrees.
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'Vigure 143 presents the temperature histories of the flaps for the nominal
run and -Li 6 which had aerodynamic damping. In both cases the peak temperature
was approximately 31600 R.

Figure 144 presents the heat shield face temperature history for the com-
plete escape trajectory shown in Figure 140 with a wing loading of 40.6 psf. The peak
temperature of 3365OR occurred during initial separation.

6.4.2 ORBIT ESCAPE. The initial conditions for the turnaround capsule orbit
separation dynamics runs are listed in Table XL. Figure 145 presents the angle of
attack time history characteristics for orbit separation. In all cases the capsule
pitches around to the desireu zuro angle of attack condition in approximately six seconds.

The orbit re-entry trajectories for wing loading values of 32.6 and 73.5 psi
are presented in Figure 146. The peak load factors are alsu presented in Figure 146.
Comparing the orbit re-entry trajectories of Figure 146 with the complete escape
trajectories from the maximum heating point given in Figure 140 shows that orbit
re-entry will impose the most severe temperatures.

6.4.3 RECOVERY CEILING. The recovery ceiling characteristics of the turn-

around capsule are presented in Figure 147, showing the effect of capsule wing loading.
The recovery ceiling characteristics are based on a load factor limit of 13 g's. The
recovery ceiling of the primary flight vehicle is also shown in Figure 147. The turn-
around escape capsule is seen to have a greater recovery ceiling capability than the
primary flight vehicle.

6.4.4 SUPERSONIC AND SUBSONIC ESCAPE. Figure 148 presents the angle of
attack and load factor characteristics for the turnaround capsule at the maximum
dynamic pressure condition. These data were calculated using the hype rsonic aero-
dynamic characteristics presented in Section 3. A brief investigation of the supersonic
aerodynamic characteristics revealed that using these data would increase the time
to perform the turnaround maneuver resulting in longer periods of time at the high
load factors associated with angles of attack near 90 . Since the hypersonic aero-
dynamic characteristics were already curve fitted for use in the trajectory program,
the trajectory was determined using these data. Since the capsule is unstable with
the "sharp" nose forward, it pitches around yielding load factors in excess of human
tolerance limits.

I
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Figure 149 presents the angle of attack and altitude time history charac-

teristics for the turnaround capsule at subsonic speeds. Data for both on-the-pad

and landing approach are presented in Figure 149. In both instances the vehicle
turns around by pitching down (with respect to "sharp" nose). The resulting pitching

motion is poorly damped and the vehicle turns completely around. During landing
approach this pitching motion results in insufficient altitude for parachute recovery.

6.4.5 PERFORMANCE CONCLUSIONS. The following conclusions are reached on

the basis of the performance studies described above for the turnaround capsule:

1. Satisfactory turnaround trajectories can be achieved at the re-entry

escape point and in orbit by means of a pitch maneuver.

2. Reaction controls are adequate for orbit and re-entry escape and the

effects of thrust moments are negligible.

3. The lower surface experiences a transient tenrperature rise during the
re-entry turnaround maneuver which is possibly tolerable due to the
short time involved.

4. At maximum dynamic pressure the turnaround capsule experiences load

factors exceeding human tolerance limits during the turnaround maneuver.

5. The turnaround maneuver which occurs at subsonic speeds makes re-
covery difficult especially during landing approach where insufficient

altitude is achieved.

6. During the turnaround maneuver at the re-entry escape condition the

load factors are less than the primary flight vehicle design load factor.
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SECTION 7

SEPARATION INTERFACE AND DISCONNECT TECHNIQUES

Thiss~etI~ of he ep~Will1 ~~entth vesus ~ira nvetigthrnf urucura

techniques applicable to the escape capsule/flight vehicle interface and associated
structural and subsystem disconnects. Particular emphasis has been placed on the
high temperatures associated with the re-entry into the atmosphere of thle primary
flight vehicle which uses a "hot truss' Strctr wit raitololdetral Surface.
Separation and disconnect devices were investigated for reliability, qafety and coin-
patibility With thC high telupQ-rature env~inentl,

Ini the sect ions which follow, general iiierface and disconnect criteria will he
dis8cussed 311(i then specific. aIpliCatiOnS to each Of thle four esaeCapStiteS Will he
presented,

7. 1 VEIIIULB l)lil"INITIONS

7. L I PRIMARY I L10ll' VU- HULE. 'the COligO~tAiI01 01 and liiSH OlL Of1 thle ioust -glidu
prihoary ftli velil e hasa beeni discuossed in 3ect ion 2. 1 . Tihe large city iroitienItal

I it ilge el1COolite redi lie vehlicle's ope rat ion leqoil restHeV use of n wide variet y of

mlat-erlil S 11lid atiract or- a pp )11icatiolbs . Ill tile rcg 11110o el evue l het ii, aer1odyntaici

load nig i,9 rela tivelIy low hut thle high tetaipeFIatore anld 'e A uli g thlVlaoIat 13rues a iIillSC
Cr it tni. LtC sigLIiid li OLS1 at thle exterVior surfiace. 'Suol)-alloys rufraic-tory lnlaturi10 I
alad ce [alit icU arev eilloyed to etteCt Vet y Wvitlhstanid tile temaperature exposure. Radia -

Iionled p un I a1I a1- ti ll InItegra~l 1)0 It of thle exterior surf1a1C Radiationl heatt lohi di
iilate ia ls arc ScluLudO~ oil thle basis Of Llo heat trallafer- ratea Whlen e'xposed for long

1101l(lLd.-i at eievated temperatures.

-1. 1. 1. 1 Prima ry Fl ight Vehticle Strutctutre, Thle atretoura i conlcept emnployed int tile
piaary ftight vehicle is to rtaed ratdia tionl cooled hot truass couat rULictll, A sketch of La

typical '2rasaect inn is shown Ill F~igure 1,50, nhe fuIselage cotnsists of two loagitudinal
t1055050 joill~d With cro'ss frames and diagonals for asymmetrical loading capability. The

"ing spars are perpendicular to the leading edge atddtire of tubular truss construction.
The trusses are, statically dete rmitnate pinl ended frames capable of transmi-itting axial
iolads, thereby relieving the bending and shear effects which occur in rigid frame structure.
Fixed joints are used to reduce wcight in applications Where they do not. create adverse
structural effects.

Corrugated external skin panels transmit the aerodynamic loading to the truss
members as indicated in Ftgure 151 ,and serve as radiation heat shields. These panels
are not restrained along all edgeswhich permits relative movement of thte exterior sur-
face under varyi*ng thermal conditions. Panel stiffness is provided to reduce the possi-
bitity of misalignment or gapping which can cause local hot spots, errosion, and flutter
conditions. The attachmr~nt clips between the panels and the primary truss members
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Figure 150 - Typical Hot Truss Cross Section
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Figure 151 -Radiat ion Cooled Panel Attachment
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provide a separation distance which aids la creating a large thermal gradient ac~os
the structure. The lower surface panels are subjected to temperatures in access of
2000OF which requires-the use of xefracto~ry alloys. These refractory alloys have high

coatings to protect them from oxidization and at the same time high surface ormissivity
* which is the basis of the panels iusulative qualities.

7.1. 2 ESCAPE CAPSULE. The capsule concept provides the crew with a secondary
vehicle suitable for escape at any phase of the main vehicles flight profile when re-
quired. While part of the main vehicle it serves the purpose of a control center and
p)rotective enivirolnment for the crew. For three of the capsule configurations Investiga-
ted In this study it also serves as the forward portion of thle ma in vehicle both structural-
ly anld aerodynlamiCally. 11n thle case of tle sepa rable pod capsule which is housed Within
thle forwurd section Of thle mlainl Vehicle, Only thle Liper half is subject to aerodynamic
j)I055u8L1OS8 and peilaliZUS rather than contributes to thle structural continuiity.

7. 1. 2. 1 Escape Capsule Structural T'chuiques and Criteria. Thle Atructural design
philosophy is ha sed Onl providing the capability of fulfil Ii g the conplc te miission i rofii h
O~pe ratijonal coiiditioiis explose tile structure to thle limits of tenilperat ore anid load c:ycles
The crit icalI cunditions Which designl thle etilstLu is a one. flight ite iii will be used to
estahli~ iucr-iter-i. Stress.8 levels used are based onl aii LCAcumu.lated 100 hiour eXpoSUre
to telinper2atuil'C aiid Load conisistent with tile main11 Vehicle operationail repeatability.

'1110 CapsoAic use8C tile Hamei tr ucturl concul)t as the ma iii vehicle, ant n1e ly a
dete rliinuate hot. truSS im11ary Structue to wiich thle corrogatioii stiffenled Miter radio -

Hion coaled paneuls a Lu attached, 'PIe( aerodyl nmic loads are tr"ansferired to thle truss by
load attachineat cliips as shown inl FigureU 151.

Attachmnts for. all cap~sule coil~ept8 are Made throulgh thle mnain vehicle StrUC-
ILore and funiction a8 the separationI diSCOnnects, d~uing the escape manetLIVer. The
sclparablc nose Conlfigurations disconn1ect froml thle primiary, longerons. The podI capsuLle
aind thle turnarouind hodly tire amenable to alternative methods of acparate carry throtugh
Structure which eliminates thle need for piercing ablation and heat shielding, Slip joints
are formed between the capsule aind main vehicle heat shields to allow disengagement
at thle separation interface. The thrust structu-re for the escai~e rocket is attached to
the capsule primary truss and is supported to. eliminate structural bending as was dis-
cussed in section 5, 0. Thle stabilizer surface loads, and thle actuator forces are reacted,
into the truss structure by cross members immediately behind the pilot's compartment,

The capsule is also required to absorb the impact loads associated with the
parachute landing without sustaining damage to the internal pressurized compartment or
experiencing accelerations and/or load factors beyond human tolerance. This is ac-
complished by the use of attenuation devides such as frangible structure, inflatable bags,
or shock struts.
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For escape capsules the structural loiad factor for design is established on the
basis uf performauce requirements which dictate the uie of escape rockets applying a
load factor in the range of 10 to 20 "Gs" These separation loads override any mareuver
or gust load. occurring either -during escape or normal-1 usin moperation, The design_
structural load factor would therefore be the separation thirust loads increased by a factor
of safety such as 1. 5 which is a standard value for manned systems.

The capsule truss structure is protected from the high temperature environment
either by external radiation cooled panels or ablation heat shields. The type of thermal
protection can vary over the surface of the vehicle since the temperature distribution
varies around the vehicle. The external surfaces experience temperature ranging from
150 0 Rl onl the upper surfaces to 4.5010 1R on the nose. The Hernial gradient alcross the
surfaces resul-1ts inl truss Structural temperatures between 150001( and 20000R.

'I'he p~ilot's pressurized coilpartallentL is hone1ycomb11 cl0istruct ion, Cooled by a
ranspi ratio 11isula tionl s ystei whirch utilizes a Wick bln ket andI passive Wa icr Willi huil
sik, with overboard stuai Venting. Radiation pa lie s anld theI111 1ma 1p otctionl is pr1o-
vi dud for Windows anad e'scape hatches. This controlled mivi ionimental unacloso ic has.-
Stowage space for surlvival quL1ipMen0t, parachute an1d any IMpropel Iat aIct nated duv ices.
[hu, pressize.id comlpart ielit is su1ppoitud from th 01 o Ilin veile mus sltrucur 01UHV On aI
framec io liiiiizeiw thermal and vibrat ion Lrailsfur.

7. 2 SETII ATION IIN1iTERACE

7. Z. I DISC-,UNNLCI' AND) SEP'ARATION TECHiNIQ~US, DUriug normnal flight op~erations
the(- escapeC capsMic serves as a funioiomg portion of thme primary flight vehicle, As suIch
it is conniected to the pr'imary flight Vehicle both structurally and With subsystui thus.
'['he dlisconn1ct anld sepLara7tion techniques refer to the Methods empl)oyCLd to effect Supilra -
tion between hie escape capsule Lind the prim-ary flight vehicle. The Objective Of these
teChniqueIs is to nconfLish the disconniect operation With the highest reliability, lowest
Weight and ix-rfori a nce poumaltiCS Without inIcurr1ing damal1ge to th11 eSCape) cap1sule.

Tihe primary separation force hs applied ny thre escape rocket. This is a conunion
cIlment Of all escape cap)sule systems and will not be discussed herein under disconnect
and separation techniques. Details on escape rocket sizing, design and installation have
been discussed in Section 5. 0.

During all phases of the vehicle operation the separation and disconnect fittings
transmit the structural loads across the separation interface without imposing restr ic-
tion during the escape maneuver. In the escape mode structural attachments, controls,
electrical power' And environmiental supply lines are disconnected quickly and positively.
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The choice of disconnect andi -eparation techniques is influenced by the escape capsule
and- primary -. ight val~cle coutiguratious, the tstructural concept and the mission or
flight etivtronmet. b the present atudyte primary flght vehle-~ is a 1hot-tru-ss radl-
tion cooled boost glide vehicle, This type of construction which has been discussed in
detail in Section 7.1 precludes the use of the skin as a basic structural element and
dictates that the structural connection be made using the hot truss structure. The hot
truss structure concept introduces cooling problems in regard to the use of explosive
disconnect devices and also leads to relatively large structural deflections resulting
from thermal stresses.* Allowance must be made for thermal deflection,, in selecting
disconnect and separation techniques.

The mission of thle primlary flight vehlicle imposes three escape maneu10Lver
phases onl the capsule. The re-entry phase and associated high temperature p~roblems
discuns(.,d above, on-the-pad-Oscape during launch, and escape whlen exposed to high
dynami11c pVresure. Th110se Mission. phases are related in the suectlon of disconnect and
slpa rat iou tuchniques sine e they produce critical loadinig coniditions.

The lifting body and baillistic body escape caipsules aru atached to the inn inn
vehicle oil aI separation. lnterfa1ce Without further9 structural en1Croachme1Uit 01: attACluncia
an1d tki sucI reduce the adverso effects of thermal deflections in comparisou with thec
LuaroLInd capstilu and separablu pod capsule. These la1tter two ca1psules are IlUbmmrged
Or: pMatily surroLudedl by the primalry Vehicle StructureC and are aLffectedI 1110ore by
th1e11mal defleCtlIuS. In additionl, Ohe use of oblation materials in the Interface regioul
oil Lhesu two CeupSUleS reduces the area Wvailable for ca~psle/veh1C)ic ttachmen01t.

The aboveO paragraphAs have initroduced somei of the problemns which Must be-
conlsidered in selecting disconnect and separation techniques for the capsules and
vehicles of thle p~resent study. Thv proposed solution,,, to these problems for each of
thle four escape capsules of thle present study will be discussedI in Section 7.3.

An fimportant consideration in regard to separation techniques is that of
,separation guidance. The main advantage of separation guidance is that it insures a
constant separation direction under all escape conditions thus reducing the chance of
biding and consequent damage to the escape capsule. Also, with guidance the separa-
tion force can be used to disconnect subsystem lines since the separation direction is
constant.

Guidance is not achieved without structural penalties. Reinforcement of the
back-up structure is required to react forces normal to the guides, produced by the
thrust and aerodynamic forces. Aerodynamic moments and those produced by thrust
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at separation are reacted by the structure or by the rotational inertia of the capsule.

ThL us(of guidcs influences the separation interface in that the guide loads
can be minimized by proper orientation of the interface. The normal loads on the guides
should be kept low since they produce a friction force which tends to resist separation.

The application of separation guides to the escape capsules under considera-
tion will be discussed in Section 7.3.

7.2.2 DISCONNECT DEVICES. Within this program the equipment required to
effect separation and disconnect of an escape capsule from the prime flight vehicle
is discussed as structural or subsystem disconnect. Structural disconnects separate
the structural tie between pod and primary flight vehicle. Subsystem disconnects
are those which separate the controls, electrical power, and environmental supply
lines at or near the interface. Disconnect devices may be either mechanical or pyro-
technic with the initiation being from mechanical, gas or pyrotechnic source.

A review of previous disconnect system studies was made, e.g. Refs. 18
and 19. The results presented in these references are not completely applicable due
to differences in environmental and loading conditions. The unique factor of the present
study with regard to disconnect systems is that the duvices must be capable of operat-
ing in a temperature environment ranging from -65°F to approximately 15000 F.

7.2.2.1 Explosive Devices. The performance reliability of explosive disconnect
devices strongly influenced an investigation of their possible application as a separa-
tion device. A survey of the possible techniques which could be applied included low
energy detonating chord (LEDG) and flexible linear shaped charge (FLSC). The prob-
lem involved with the use of pyrotechnic devices is the high temperature environment
associated with the hot truss structural concept. Pyrotechnic devices capable of
withstanding this high temperature environment are not within the present state-of-
the-art. Organic explosives have temperature limits in the range of 2000F to 400°F.
Development studies to increase the temperature capability are being conducted.
Inorganic explosives having high temperature capability do exist however. Their
use in separation devices has not been explored. Two of the principal problems of
inorganic explosives are that they are difficult to ignite and react with very high
temperatures.

Since the primary problem associated with explosive disconnect devices
is the temperature problem, a brief investigation was made of the insulation require.-
ments for an organic explosive. It was assumed that the temperature history of the
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detachment location followed the basic Rene' 41 structure temperature history pre-
sented in Figure 152. The MinK-2000 insulation was considered in direct contact

with the structural member. The shaped charge was considered as a slab. Figure t53

shows the heat transfer model.

Explosive
Charge--

L 3

_Structural Member

Min K-
2000

FIGURE 153. EXPLOSIVE CHARGE HEAT TRANSFER MODEL

The distance L 3 which is required to protect the explosive from the hot structural
member was also considered sufficient to protect the charge from radiation heat
transfer from the surroundings. Hence the charge will be completely surrounded
with Min K-2000 on all sides. The propellant material properties used in the rocket
heating analysis discussed in Section 5.0 were also used for the explosive.

The insulation requirements analysis was performed in the same manner as
the study performed for the separation rocket motors and discussed in Section 5.4.
It was determined that the explosive charge should be surrounded on all sides by 1.0
inch of the Min K-2000 insulation.

These insulation requirements a e not severe, however, the model which
was used is typical of a shaped charge in which it is possible to isolate the charge from
the structure thus greatly simplifying the insulation problem. The use of a shaped
charge would eliminate the possibility of separation guidance along the primary

structural members. In this case separate guides with their resultant weight penalty
would be necessary. T4he insulation of structural disconnect devices such as explo-
sive bolts which allow for guides on the main structural connection would be more
severe due to the compact and complex nature of the design.
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For the present study tt was decided to exclude explosive devices from
further consideration and use mechanical disconnects for structure and subsystems.

Explosives are used, however, to operate the gas generators which supply
high pressure gas to the escape actuation system. The explosive would be located in
the environmentally controlled crew compartment and thus protected from the high
temperature environment. This system is suitable for use in either a central distribu-
tion system as shown in Figure 154 for the turnaround capsule or for application to
specific mechanical fynctions where weight, redundancy, and thermal protection show
improved reliability.

7.2.2.2 Structural Disconnects. A survey of suitable structural disconnects was
made using the following postulations:

1. The adaptive sections of the disconnect form the terminal ends of the
capsule and main flight vehicle, and transmit all loads across the inter-
face.

2. Manual disconnect capability is provided for installation and ground
handling.

3. Visual inspection and/or proof load testing features are desirable.

4. Systems are required to have operational repeatability consistent with
the flight vehicle capability.

5. Passive and active cooling requirements are evaluated.

6. The separation equipment is compatible with the capsule loading con-
ditions experienced throughout the mission.

7. The disconnect techniques should not interfere with or damage the heat
protection surfaces of the capsule.

Latch systems provide efficient methods for mechanical type structural disconnects.
These devices do not require precision manufacture to provide high degree of func-
tional reliability, and are widely used in aerospace and industrial applications. The
latches are held positively in the locked position. The applied load at the hook is
reacted between the latch abutment faces to provide positive lock engagement for
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variations In loading conditions. Spring devices maintain positive lock In the tin-
loaded condition and protect against vibration and inadve'rtent release. The latch
releagAeloada are afuintlon o± ftictoafairceabtweau 0A aslingeLements-.

Actuation may be accomplished manually or by power energized mechanisms.
Reliance on pure mechanical devices to perform the disconnect of structure and Bub-
systems during the initiation of the escape maneuver tends to increase the manual
operating forces and time to complete thle sequence. All mechanical disconnects are
provided with power actuators to prevent delay in the separation sequence, and to
proQvide efficient inlter-connect bet"weenl the alutomatic and &)round controlled abort
systems.

The temiperature en1VironmentCU r-QUirCS thatt fitLtinlgs C_ .dI1%iU5
11lnULfalcturedL from miaterials with properties eIuivalent to thlose LISd for' the hut
trUSS StCUIcta. Liactir expansion of .015 Inches per inch results from o-xposure.
of nicKl baIsed SUperA-alloys to :ellperaturus Ill the ranlge of 1500 - 18000i.. Reliable
oievchal deal operaItion ts a1.1chiv0ab luder hot and cold conditions If particular atten-
tion is pidIL to material compuI~tability, the Hi'e Of reltive, crass sectionlS, and hiv
toleranc of mating parts. Added thlermalV protection for critical conlpotients, cooling
techn1iquel[s eml)oying Wle I: circulaftion, and alkali mietals5 were. considered, but aippear
uneccssary at1. this lirc

lVigUt'e 155 I)Vuesents Ii StrtICttrai sepattiou disconnect, fitting, which i,,
a ppiied Lo thu separalhh nos8e liftinlg i_)dy and ballistic body. The adjacenit points
of UIe prima1r11y flight1 vehlicle and CapIsule, stuclture terminuate inl an adaptor conncc
tion. A spigot form11ed nii the(, flight VehIicle, Side of the inlterface iF '\otiscd in a socket

formeld by thle cap1Isule Structure *L A guide IS machinI~ed initegral1 with thle spigot aid
rol1lers7 Sr use 1(,UIto reduLce frictLion forces inl the direction of thle sepotrotionl pa,1I.
Tlsioln is aiplied across the JOiWt by anl eye bolt which engages the hook of the latch
mlechianism * Sheallr Is tranlsmlitted through the coical Surface between the Spigot anld
Socket.

Rructural disconnctL is eifeuted by retracting thle plunger which rctain8 the
hook in the locked position. This mechanism is adaptable to a gas generator power
system or cartridge actuator device. Thle actuation forces for this structural dis-
connect remain constant for hot and cold operation. Installation and ground handling
disconnection between prime vehicle and capsule is accomplished by removal of the
retaining nut. Istallation adjustment is provided by the addition of shims or washers
under the retaining nut. Torque loading of the joint is predicated on the strength
allowable of the hook or bolt thread. The separation fittings and mechanisms are not
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sensitive to inadvertent falure and are accessible for vi"a~ intspection and aintenlance.

Figure 156 shows a structural disconnect adapted to the turnaround body.
The latch mechanism is similar to that presented in Figure 155 with the addition of an
adjustment stud and latch beam. The adjustment of the hook roduces the position
tolerance between structural elements pulling the capsule and prime flight vehicle
togeth~er at thle interface, This fitting transmits only tension forces across thle Intel:-
face. Shear is distributed around the vehicle perimeter by thle locating pinls and fuIselaIge
ring [it thle Interface, reference Figure 157. This structural disconnect technique is
similar to that ulsedl to separate the booster stage on thle Atlas Weapons System.

A-tPmoA disconnlects em1ploying I to:eisia failure de(vice ats pi'eSQ.1ted inl
iigtir 158 Were lreviewed and thle following coniments Ire Offered:

(t) Thek'.orcu reqmied to caIu filure Of tile Screw section vi cievs betwoen
hot anad cold conditions.

(2) ile gas prussure delivured to the pistomi significontly affts tlie a billy
to fAl tihe Letailkillg SCVew.

(3) Malchinintg toluranceGs, jparticlrly thle concentricity of time retaining
1)1ll diamneters and hollow section, affe!Ct tile flinl-re con1ditions.

(4) The cylinder, piston, seguiented lock ring nd Wilt shiank arte a 1xineim
aIS'Sull.ly . TOlorqting, of tile n1ut tends to apply load inl thle Lalore~ section
of the ,icrew . Tme segmnted lock ring has1 a tendency to roll an1d realct
iL; Ilad into tile retaininig Sc~rew through thle Cylinder housing.

(5) 'iere i8 no visual inspection or proof loading provision,
(6) Guidance rollers are ideally Suitable for separation and Is onnec t.

They Serve to reduce reacWtionIs It thle inlterfaCe anld Control thle dIirecL
tio a of ini1tial separo atioll.

Revision to thle disconnect method were discussed previously and presented
ill Figure 155.

7.2.2.3 Subsystem Disconnects. This classification includes separation methods for
functional subsystems, controls, instrumentation, electrical, fluid power and environ -
mental supply lines. For study purposes control disconnects refer to rod and cable
connections. The number and location of individual itemns of equipment cold disconnects
Is not considered, however, a survey of the subsystem separation requirements for
supersonic aircraft Indicates the number to approach 500. kt is possible to reduce the
actual number of disconnects by grouping equipment in compatible packages for separation
by panels and trunk lines.
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ROLAJ',R BEARING-

,r-1SION

TOURQUE, RING SCREW FAILURE SECIO N

SBx;MI N4['hI.) LUCK RING

LOCK NUT

LO)CK VIN

Figure 158 -Temiion Failure Disconnect
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The critermi listed Iunder structural disconnect is applicable to subsystem
disconnect. The use of explosive disconnects were evaluated and as previously men-
tioned Were excluded. Mechanical type subsystem disconnects were selected.

Mecchanical disconuects which operate independent of power actuation systems
are desirable elements and enhance the reliability of separation. Lanyards which re-
lease spring retainers during the beginning of the guided separation are applicable in
portions of this program, where directional control of the capsule separation face is
maintained for a fixed distance. Hardware developed and proven reliable in missile
and manned launch vehicle programs is available to meet these requirements. Figure
159 presents examples of existing electrical and electro._,c disconnects. Guillotine
devices were examined and found to have limited cutting ability during and aft-r
possible exposure to extreme high temperature. Centrifugal clutches and brakes are
adaptable to disconnect mechanisms. The outstanding features of these compact units
is the great variation "n torque transmitting capacity in relation to the driven speed.
Harness restraints and inertia reels used in aircraft escape systems are example
applications of these devices. Figure 160 shows a schematic arrangement of a centri-
fugal clutch used as a control separation device. The clutch remains disengaged during
the normal operation of the control, and the complete assembly rotates around the pivot
shaft. The control levers A and B are hold together by a detent and are free to
rotate about the pivot shaft. The actuator is spring loaded to the neutral position and
rotates with the levers. When pressure is applied to the piston lever B rotates and
engages roller C which applies force in rod D to unlatch the control disconnect E.
The clutch disc F reacts the actuator force and a rapid rotational input produces
centrifugal forces on the balls G causing them to lock the clutch disc and the actuator
to the clutch housing H. Continued extension of the actuator piston rotates lever B
and engages roller J to retract the control rod from any deflected position.

This mechanism has particular application to the separable nose turn
around body capsule configuration; where controls pierce the capsule contour and
connect to bell crank within the stub wing.

Fluid and environmental supply line disconnects presented in Figure 161
are state-of-the-art devices developed in sizes sufficient for the purposes of this
program. They are constructed to provide sealing engagement across a separation
plane within a wide range of installation tolerance. When applied to the primary flight
vehicle capsule interface, the socket containing the flow shut-off element is located
on the capsule, to retain the environmental control fluids aboard the capsule during
the escape maneuver. The male portion of the disconnect coupling is installed on the
flight vehicle separation face. The coupling halves are adaptable to an angular arrange-
ment by manufacturing the flanges to align the coupling with the direction of the structural
separation guides.
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Figure 159 -Electrical & Electronic Disconnect
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73 ESCAPE CAPSULZB APPLICATIONS

7.3,1 SSPARABLE-NOSS PALLISTIC BODY. This capsule configuration is attached
to the prime vehicle structure by four disconnect fittings at the concentrated load
points on the main longerons, A guided separation was selected for this configuration
and an investigation of the loading characteristics on the guides was made in order to
determine the optimum orientation of the separation interface. Figure 162 presents a
sketch of this arrangement showing the variour forcer, acting onl the capsule during
initial separation. It ann be seen from Figure 162 that the applied forcu8 tend to rotate
the C,10,8111e aIX)tUt 'the Upper guides. This wouIld be true even inl a niegative lift condition
sice the thrust forces tire Much greater than the lift forces. Initially, however, in the
niega'tive lift CaSe the capLAule would tend to rotate downward Since the thrust has a
finlite h)uLilup timeIC to its peOak Ualue * As 010 thr]ustL builds Up, h1owever, the LotAtiou
tCMdUIIC% will becomle ulpwar d and Lx! in that direction at separation from the guides.
(-n thiii hasis, therefore, there Is no reqUuement for lower: guides- an1d Only guides Oil
t11( two uppe)(?r lorigerous Were considered~

TlhV sealrat ion dynamflics durling the diSCOnijCt ph1ase Vk reU calculated Uii lug an1
IB3M 7090 digital computer program * '1110 effects Of thrust buildup rateU, thrust inlclina l-
tion a ogleU S 'pafiatioll bu)lkheadL SlopeC and dynam11i.c pressu OnL the guide forCeS and
Capsule tran11slation and rotation were~v determlinled. 'Ilt followinig pll rallueter values
wer~e UcOnsidere(I

ThruIst buildup rate =550,000, 775,000 lbs/sec
T'hrust inclination angie =30, 40 degrees
Separation bulkhead slope =0, 15, 30, 40 degrees
lDnan-ic pressure 0, 825 psf

lihe equations for th Ie Computer program were written Such that the capsule
cool(I only translate along the guides and could only rotate in a nose up direction.

The separation guides were assumed to be two inches long and normal to the
separation bulkhead. Figures 163 and 164 present the peak loading on the guides as a
function of separation bulkhead angle. These data show that the minimum load occurs
wher. the separation bulkhead is normal to the rocket thrust line. When using upper
guides only, the same loading could be achieved by inclining only the guides and using
a separation bulkhead normal to the capsule centerline.
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The dstnce tlhe capsulie has traversed along the separation guides at the

corresponding angle oft attack characteristics are shown in Figure 166, The amount
of rotation 18 decreased as the guides become parallel to the rocket thrust line. Allow-
ance must be made in the disconnect mechanism for these dynamic characteristics,
however they do not present any serious design problems.

Figure 167 presents a development design of the separation interface and
disconnect divices of the ballistic body capsle. The drawing shows the separatioll
interface normal to thle esca~pe rocket thrust line with an alternative arrangement inl
which the separaition interface is norMLal to thle Centele but thle guides Lire parall1el
to thle thrust linle.

iligh preCss3ure WIti 5Olerted me1chai~nical dis5connec2t device3 aire propose~d

The( lower. disconnlect fittings fornl a stutiLtie between1 the StIMUctutl ele entas,
'111 llletC fittingsY' jrle'lII tile HMIi e StrLctL1ILrl fUInctioul bat MAt to gutde! the CRapSUle
ailug Ii p~cedoturlininu( uscape pa Lii at tile timle of separat11ion. Thle friction lo'Ia inl
IieC gulide.; ar1C reduced by the useU of haked InIOlyIXlkclIl iiRidI iplide dry fill Witi CtI ted
bal [orI roller bearlalgs4. Tile connct~ions are brokeni When thle gas peiritr lovide";

power to releasc Li lock, which lls ti1WS le Ctlj)5t1112 So ~'lclt to diSCI)gIgge froIm the spigot
projet thq'; ftoi the lil InvehiCle StrCUC re. The Cc'ntrols, electiAcal linles, 111d( enl-
Vttiiiiieiitiii eC(ilil)AIiea1t ar M(' asaiiiiied1t be- gr:ouped togetheIVr funlctionatlly. A Lapr lug type
iiieChanc1a11C1 diSCOnnect is LISI2(I

Tlhe SUp1)irat11ol1I mchanIIismsl 1are designled to funlctin IlIlde' ho0t and Cold
ojxerIntiIkg Conditions, and( tire initegrated Into tile 11nt truss strutLIual designl. The
cn mItridge actuiator device (C. A, D. ) gas generators ore locfAted in thle crew controlled
enivirollnent, Th'e gas power sotII'CL is trallSimittod to tile Iliochlinslf by puMtLAu0
liles on tile cap)Sule Side Of the Separation interface, thus eliminating line disconniects
lit tile suparation fittings.

R8CaPQ rocket igiliti and tile ignition of the cartridge actuated gas gen-
erators occurs simultaneously. Duie to tile relatively long thrust buildup time in
comparison with the opurationl tie Of the disconnect 8ystem, ail capsule vehicle
connections are severed long before maximum thrust is acieved.

7.3.2 SEPARABLE3-NOSE LIFTING BODY. This configuration is quite similar to
the separable-nose ballistic bdy with regard to the separation interface. The escape
capsule, being located at the no"e of the vehicle, has a relatively simple interface at
the rear of the capsule,
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disconnect fittings at the concentrated load points on the main longerons. A guided
separation was selocted usingguides only on the upper tittlngs. - Tlio frictiow loads
in these guides is reduced by the use of baked molybdenlum disulphide dry film lub-
ricated ball or roller bearings. These upper fittings with the guides form a structural
tic prior to separation as do the lower fittings.

Ani analysis of the aerodynainic loading on the forebody was made for all
anigle of attack of 3 degrees at thc maximurn dynamic pressure condition. At this
condition, the miagnitude1 Of til0 forces transmitted across these fittfigs at the supara-
tion interface are 10,000 lbs. III eIch Of the Up)-r fittings and 8,000 lbs. ill eACh lower
fitting.

Separation dynamics Studies Of tile diSCOMneCt ph1aHe were COULActed for
this conIfigurationI as With il e baistic Wxdy capsule. The effects of the following para
metC.er Variaions we-,re investigated:

Thrus11t bulildIup rate 313,000, 470,000 lbs/sec
Thbrust inicliniation angle 30, 40 degrues
ISeparation bulkhecad slope 0, 15, :30, 40 degrees
Dynamic pressure 0, 825 psi

Thle nou1-dlllionionl lotidilig diflgt'Oll pecteil inMgLUCe 162 for tile ballistic bo~dy
lso5 applies to the lifting body.

The separation guides me re assumied to be two inches lonig and normlal to
the separation bulkhead. Figure 168 presents thle peak loading 011 the guides as a
function of separation bulkhead anlu~i. These data show that the miiiniu load occurs
when thle separation bulkhead is normal to thle rocket thrust Ine 17The separation
forces on the guides developed at the maximum dynamic prossure condition oire in the
range of 15,000 to 20,000 lbs. for this orientation. Tlie separation loading is there-
fore greater than the normal in flight loading, however, it is still compatible with the
radiation cooled hot truss structural concept. The detrimental effects of loading on
the interface during separation ate reduced to some extent by the short time interval
of load application and the resulting lag in effects. In some instances permanent set
is tolerable particularly with respect to the primary vehicle interface structure after
separation. When using upper guides only, the same separation loading condition
is achieved by inclining only the guides and usinig a separation bulkhead normal to the
capsule centerline.
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Th1e distance the Qapsuie has traversed alvag the- separatioz -guides at the
___ - -~-time- th 4 -hrt-"- 25OO 1b00 Te ie ained is pteetd in F1gr e6.Te

corresponding-4ngle of attack carcteristics are.. shown in..1igure 17O.. The amount.
of rotation is decreased as the guides become parallel to the rocket thrust line.

Figure 171 presents aI development design for the separation interface of
the lifting !.odcy capsule-. The separation interface is normal to thle vehiicle conterline
With thle gulides inlclined So that.I they Lare parallel to the rocket 1hus LISe ili

-tucull and SUb)SYStem1 disconne11ct fittings are ideliticail to those prVoposed for: Uhe
ballistic body inl Section 7.3. 1.

7.3.3 Sl.PIARAl3LE NOSE, TUIRNAROUND) GAPSULE.- This Capsle11 configura:tionl
Consists af theL fouWa rd part of the. tuIsela gu of Ulu prilmry fl ight Vehlicle Witlli 11n z bi-
lionl heat shield ait the Lift culd. A design for the disconnect and sep~arat ion inechiiisiu
fo r thliS coiitigUIirt iou u a tg oa nbie tee luiologv a ppea F lS to hV fteaH'1 1siIP1 hietloiHot. WithI

(JoIlFll1iCattollS.

Tiii i colig,[ri j l 0 te; n diffticult probl cii O;t ti1le liieFI i inc 1lie
atVWIVI lictiIt, btween~ iel c Msle id theC prilliary Ilipilt vt'liie]Le slt1tIid Hot lpiert- tiln
a hi10i ion IleatI Shield. DlhsUUilUitcS il 1an alationl SurfaIce telid to hli oiut titid La~d
to local falllire of tile, albiilye intctrlal Inl additionl, tile Veh~iCle utiliZe;, al 1'diat 1(01
kcuoledi hot truss IM1 stucur l iccl)t ill Wichl tie shutl i! 111 not a min stuticILnni k-ail)Ip1iieii
Miid hce~ C11111not !;(IVe as-L the( a-trLILtural connection 1,'ee thfriayiiijl gut wlle
anId tie Capsu'le.

The structurl1 connlclions arke iado externial to t10 baSic capsuIL C011100ti.
l iS rCCa Ire StCLroU17a al hard p)oHits at, the1 SL rfa.CC 10 inconn1ct a id braIce HleSe 1) XI 2V i
fittings. Thisb appui;ci !i no0t basically compibleO~ With tile struIctura'l con1cept Lu tug
used .

Figute 172 p1resents the des4i concept fotr the sept 'lti initerlace of, Ii S
cotifiginrat ion. Thevre is~ little flexibility in selecting tite interface slope oti tiis clti-
figuration dtie to the large ablation licat shield. The Interface must. bie Such that ther 2
i clearance for this hevat Shield during separation.

The structural attachment for this configuration is made external to tlie capsttic
COMOrUr at three points. One on the upper surface of the longitudinal cente~rline- of the
vehic.le, and one in each of the lower quadrants within thec wing root. The upper dis-
connect is made between thie vehicle longeron and an external member conn~ctud

2(i2
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through thu co'itour into thc capsu~le structurc,_ with jprovlsion to Clear thp dome cn-

complication of the upper stfctu d~oic eurdtC~ty E6 tutuears
the separation lnte'rtace antd avoid pIdeming tha ablation-heat ,ihleld. lile attachments
on the lowur surface are tension ties, which project fRom the main vehicle and are
latched to the capsule by Witiys similar to the upper: disconnect, A guided separation
has beenl selected for this conifiguraitioni with the gutides contained as part of thle th~ree
structural disconnec fittings. Rollers 01re used Within thle guides' to mlinlimlizC friction.

'The lower mechanical diIsconn~ec ts arc pvotec ted from the ext re me tempera -

turo, Iceig hou sed in the wing root,* The geometr fo'1r the. uxtera S1110 t oeLu e SLIup() t tug

theC Lippe F dlsiSlIeCIt iW protected by an ecwna Wairing wh I is released don g the
t120111 lVO~d illatICIN/er' In additiont to relen sig tilt' fai ring OV1 1110 li LtII)V 3 diok'te

it i-, also lleeusSary to releasHe the exposed discninect devices4 So that 11th no ae 1

iOCa I 1h0t spItsLIt to Jllt ~brl neet

jii. alipgntiii o01 tlte CaljSHIi and~ Itlilary flightt Vehlicle is; Ialulailwd l)\ aI

;liw SI of locating 1)1110 ItroleCt i tg 1)r0IO i tli l(' j W-tl t 1111ilid Cr n'l aveou[18 d tle hiblaion11
mslId, whll I eaiqing Iirimht 11111 olii 1) n Oie 1f1ight veiiele tillwc vkie k~ >*C t mo 1I'

Thell Caple and (ltial (~'I wing 1101 sect iolu like ol inled by Cinch u l bite O

l thr~ee locatIonS Oil Cdli -AdUl' t tevilt ViCIe I0t0 i 1I) 1iow 11010 lieloiIl ilii

the lower winlg su;rface and late liiiig the stuLb Wingj anId Ci 41'et~ Ll~tltrc. helditjcii
ar e coiutiecd by rods and I Magus to ai ptin powered Iictuilttr*. rit lolihted COVel

plates iie Ceonoidered to Sel thle ety)suIV soufI ie breaCks to Uci~eUCIe the uffucC Is of tur -

hUlauCe ii Id Jlocal IlCilg A simia tut F0 angetllent could he usdfor the thireeuc inl

st ructur al fings.

T11e flight COntrolS, lCICtical \Viri hg), and tilIVII mull etiti II oot (11 arlc

toiletmonIIy groi.pud tind c Foss the separin in urfne t mg throg Hit wi g root . Ty pie ut

SU bsystctn disconnects ap1 plica ble to) ti~ Il llS igurl i t i rc liiSl\'iwil ill Figlt ii's I59 throughI

10 1 . All tile disconnect fittitgs arc opetated by a hig preure go s from a ean l ig,

actuaotor. 'Thu structural it tar hmunts andi conlltrols arCe thiwSComwc ed shi- l l OoSImud

w'ith1 the eSC11pe rocket motor ignit ion.

The capsule dynamics ihitr tg dcni ScOc r tis corfigilrotioll are shil ilt r
to the Wintg body dimcusmed in Suction 7.3.2. Howuver, the loads it the interfacv
arc redistributed as a result of the disconnUct techinique selected.

00
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Fiue17j hw h ivconteciL forcv6 ii a funerinn of time from rkt

thrst nitaton or axiumdynamnic pressure se r

8iL ar the loads in the upper. and lower. attach~nt-s -respetvely, is the Sherr
force in the locatiing pins at the separation interface, If the structural attachmlents9
are released at the time of rocket initiation, tile longitudinal loads PU and pwill no
longer exist and the capsule is free to rotate and translate forward. The pitch up
moment characteristics indicated in Figure 173 will significantly reduce tile longitUdinll1
load in the lower fittings. Due to thle finite thru:Lst buildup 0111Q, thle capsleI( Will nat
translate until thle thrust for.Ces ovelrcomle thle aerodynamnic dr1:0 forlces, During til,
peVr td lon1gitudinlal forCcS Will exist in thle upperQl fittinog. TheL CUp)Sle tr01I~i usio Ian, asI
(ucLIitl Of' time ia also given inl Figure 1731. Translation does not begin until,1 .033
seconds afte r rocket initint ion * During transhlion tile ru areL no0 langill udinali rec inl
th1C guide fittinlgS, lIOW(-VeCr, as the, capsile Ckoi nes o(.)I tie phe lls the nior-111 innI n ce
F, lL IX? e NhSat'ed hl the guides,

A,,stuning ai guide Ilgh1 at 1 .o IndiS, eplitiou i colipletk? O.i) U eo
alter esCaipe rocket thrust initition . At thli.s tine the nlOrmalil laud inl 1t1c gulides V
V2.000( Ilbs. 'thle Ilu-'light loading eniuditinits a11 111e sepiiratiouif bie \Vere exuiiiiiud fut:

ail :otigle of aittack of thriee dk-grles lit theu na"IXiultuli dynami11C Il: sli lle iioll. 11wic
foree sa til 0Upp an~)21 ud lower nttaChiiiie(III ky. Ke (), 10.0 lba . ill tile, IiJuper' andl 4,30 1(.1 lu
di sirI litted liet\Veeti tile two lowerI aUttaliilUliits . A herfurce- of '2,0) 11 ,'j. i, LVk.ejlou
atl thek interfceIIC and reCited b~y the locatinig pins

Ill S11n11inuay, tile [1.urtiarotiLnd Con~fignrat'ljou vu'-elt "a 'er difficilt anld
OIllelCX Interface * StructuralI. a11d discolitneet 1t,,(hil(iueH 'ire (ML)uIbLe 110\VeVeP Ite
tire 11]C AaijlexOd coiiseqiieii1tly peuiereliiliy anIsaessemWih tul

mare~~~~ tlii any, ond theap otercoifgua01

7.3 .4 POD CiA PSU LB *'lii S coligl ra1t 1ion eonS IHt s of Ieh pilot eninpa rt nieiut pU I -
lionl of 11hV forward fuselage , It. utilizes tile re ritiverue 'Lure of tilie prl ima ry
VeL-iele for its upper surface and has ,in ablation healt sll vd oil its lower: '111-fce
whiic- i s enclosed with lu tle( primary velticie fuselage: diirinig nlorml, fligilt

The advantages of a pod capsuile wheni colIpardcc to separablenoecpls
are a decase in capsule weighit and size, a reduction oti stabilizig surface r if'e%
CILILred and sm-aller escape rocket requirements.

The use of a pod type escapu capsule requires a cut out in the primary
flight vehlicle and introduces a problem, in the area of structural continuity he-tween, tjlV
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no0se and the afterhnrly, A continuous~ structural attalchment was examin.ad and fount
i~pdU ~tot i~n p"MW4it 9: pyr~teb~jz ~t~V4,eyjtc44.~Wjththe hot t uas

ruczurai coftcept. as ~4~'&d1 ri~ ~s~ u~ i

tlte:P-t111, which utilize a Monocoque constuctiin cariutity -o the fligh vehicle -aid
capsule are maintained up to the time of separation. Upon severance of the skin the
lag inl structural collapse of the forebody permits successful separation of thle capsule.
rhe radiation cooled panels and hot truss 8tructure concept of tile vehicles presented
In thlis stud~y is not compatible with this technique, In thle Present veCi l uder Study

theL structural frames of the capsule anld the primary flight: VohiCle Work inclcpendcnitly
Of each (:thler: A alltie

Th'le Cutout ill the pr1imar[Iy Veh!Ce cstruLcture0 reduILCeS thl(- beaml depth)1 Of thle

Primary vehicle fureixedy and therefore retCtlites Strengthening at' thle sir atUre \Vil it
re sultant weight petialty. Ani analysis of this weight penalty watis made, Acrodynain ic:
alad beiti loads wVere deutermIlineud for at three degree angC of attack at1 tile lmaXimumll

dvtote11 pe eS sure condition. T[he geomietry f t1h! Side tralties a aid the force' dia pro in
is shIown Illigr 1741. 'lhec loads, iesanld weight eSt iniate for dwe side fralie

liieitbur s a11:(! presenlted ill Ta ble XX

Side! i.WtC itg is sinillar to thait used in tihe Heparahle Itot conICept and il-:

not coliiduru'd it weight peimity . Thit' Idii 10111 ft'atiit iii('itihuet presenlt aL mlinli no iki

HI ~i toatWeight penatlty ap)plied to tile pod capsulleoa WInp redl)l:( With ~p aienn

Con1igilrtt iouic 11uses tile Ca'lI)sitllU St'lCtIM.' for' the dualt luril'ise ot' tioutl'1 i nfl ight

a11 ad SCape ma neuCLver condiltitu.

hIlle Ce1psUle IS att~ached ait tile rearV interfaCeL by tour1 disconnct i'itt hugo; oil

tile o11,011 longerons" which iratnsmit loads I)iCiWCCtll t he ca p)SoIC' a1ad thle primalry V'ehicle

si rueture *. Inl order to reucLIe thle deflect ions betwuen tile cahisil anud the o lig lore
body anl it achmllent betweentile for.war11d palt Of the' capISUle an ti le p~rinn t'y \'e hI

StructureV is deCsirAble. This aittIC11iment cannot101 be thrVough thlowr ohVL1, SicL leaIIJOs
of the ablation material. A single attachmtien li Js made froml tie( foreost poh ill of tie
pad truss StCuWcr through to the aldjacentI nose rusOf theQ vehiCle. NVU lx'e i i
connect ions, make use of available sIItrIcr W ithiout peneltrating thle lower sIrfalce
heLat shields.

Thle choice of pod geomnetry is ifluenced by theC, geomet1Cry Of thle mTW I

veicile. In the present configuration the primary vehicle must shiroL.J tile pod lower

surface in a smooth mannier to prevent adVVL'se aerodynamic heating effects during
normal mission operation. Thcsc fairings must be such that they do not interfuru with
thle sueparation.

2-0t
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TARLEX

FRAME WRIGHT ESTIMATE

Reference -Figure 174

MEMBER LOAD SIZE OF MEMBER LENGTH EST. WT.

13-I - 3750 1. 250/1) x 035 Walt :34. 2 1. 31)

1-1-1 . 600 ,750/1) x .022 Walt 29.0 .60

-2 -116100 1. 51)/D x .035 Wall :16.0 1.37

2 -C: -14505 2, 0 0 /f n .035 Wa 11 33. 02.)

2 -3 +2:3750 1, 38()/D x . 058 Wall 10.0 .68

3 -Il1 +22700) I 8)I x .058 wall 24.0 17

:14 - 4000 1. 0'0/DJ . 028 Wall 18.0 -5-1
_-C _-30() 2-tit)x 08 W 36.0 1). 10

4 -~ - 200 2. 00/1) x 043 Wil 21

1671)) I 2Y)/I) x .049)W[ 22. 0 1,.1

5-11,0( 75'YL) x .058 Wa R 41.5 300(

5-0) -407100 1. 50 /1) x .03400 0

6- D! 1 1
0-7 - 5300 1. 25"/D) x . 0419 Wal1l. -

I-1l41680 2. 0')//l) x . 0 83 Wil 9 2.80

Left side :j1,.41)

I~ltsidC. 3 1.49

Total for Lollgiiiiditlat 0~am 2.98

Blts and Pll";i 12. 1o

lild Vt i logs (56 total) . 55 1,b. cach 30, 8(1

M isc ClI In 2ou s 1 2.,00

TOTAL FRAME WE~1IHT 117.94
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fillcrt joints which overlap the capsule outer radiation panels. It is also feasible to ro-
tate the fiet around theF cpsule nose during the escape maneuver, without icurrinS
damage to the capsule radiation structure.

Figure 175 presents a design of the separation interface for the pod capsule.
A guided separation has been selected to prevent interference and binding. Thle guide
which is located at the aft separation bulkhead is oriented such that the capsule moves
up initially. As with the other escape capsules, the use of .a guided separation insures
the orderly disconnect of functional equipment, e.g., controls, envirounental and
fluid lines and oloctrickil wiring, between the capsule and the primary flight vehicle.
Thuc rollers traverse Up thle guides during till, timec of escape rocket thrust buildup.
When the lower rollers disengage from the capture Section, tile Capsule is free to
leave the kiffe edge rails along the linie of the VesUltant for:Ce Vector.

tvkcchanical latch type disconneucts are used for tile Structural disconnlects
q Sholwn inl ligure 1.55. Tic~ disconnect eUviceS are actUated by high pre~ssure gaS

which activates till disconniet dovicos slniultancou sly. Thuscape rocket is igitedv
simukltanieously with thle operatica of thec disconnect deviceq.

A turnbuckie Ilnkage at the nose latch Is uod to apply tenision in thle attatch-
ilents thereby reducing istallation tolerances between the pis and latches, Thu

location of the latch release mlchan-IilSmls within the Controlled enivironmllent of thle
pilot comlpartmlent obviiates tile need for additional or alternative coolinig techniques.
The latches lit the aift Separation builkhead are within tile main vehicle contour anid arc
protected durin~g the normIal m1Sisson opceratioll by thle ra1diationl Cooled outer' Sk~lfnce,
and are not exposed until the separationl 11aneuCLver is illitiateId The nose laItch is
afforded Similar protection by thle mlainl Vehicle Structure.* Provision is made to allow
the nose latch assembly to rotate in order to align tile "Open law" gal) With thle direc-
tion of separation. Further provision is made to permit the outer radiation cooled
panel at the nose to be displaced, it being attached to the turnbuckle linkage is ro-
tated as the capsule is ejected.

Thle loading onl the capsule was analyzed for both the normal flight condition
and for separition at maximum dynamic pressure, For normal flight the maximum
loading on the nose linkage is 10, 000 lbs. The forces on the capsule during maximumn
dynamic pressure separation are shown schematically in Figure 176. The time history
of the resultant forces normal and along the separation guide is given in Figure 177.
7The force PZ acts to move the capsule up the guides while the normal force PT is reacted
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Actually, the proposed guides for the pod capsule as shown In Figure 175 are ody
2 inches long. Te maximum load normal tothe guide is 18,500 lbs. T11 dlsengageo
ment of all functional equipment, controls, electrical lines and fluid lines between
the capsule and main vehicle is accomplished during the guided disconnect phaso
After clearing the guides, the capsule separates In the direction of the resultant
forcu.
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SECTION Is

CONC LUSIGNS

8. 1 CONCLUSIONS

1.The ballistic body, lifting hotdy a ml pod capsdles tn a achieve idt'quoatc
Vs tCIpv Per fin' malu tc .hr tughoi1 Uthle HiSS0paufi IC t4 the2 p1' hiIWI'\
flight vehlicle.

2. [he liltinag bu~ds CLIpSIIL' 010Y- VIi Ictpelat It its III c_\Cc:5s , II I (Ile lol iia

a10llow al Lcilljpci'dtIA ies to' WillYj 1aIi''- ' lcII tl III IppI 'iXIli ci

With al lifting a' tl ' VVIlIt'U It tl I II 0 n lttliit stll V d ta C Isilli
('11 ii I IlIi el A ii~t'ii\ I Il I Ma I It pt_-''I 111 , I I' O lit I ii 1114 aid

caS l is i'\ It'I' h\ii Io a II' . tl ~iiI' l Jr 1i l.''t I'ii tllta IC li i

3 The i gh flo ui't IIp' iiliti ' \tI''t't 1111111'd tI lt 111 t' iit t.

qire III- hi Pa l all', ahkt i m tr (I , lilt ITh' I I' t il tags til I lit' itt I Nii I ll,

ft wh'iid 'iul ll atI itiuf' t lt't C~tu k.ip stIt'Ai'l b 1111 oIlk pith tt 'a It

.1 zmadq toeiy l oat IlItt i Ic y Il Iit titlit aid11-1 vk I, it'lll

7 1 Uh I otiai II Io c a psik' t'\t're 1 W tls Ii t IIaa 1' I t L '. Itt -ItIt to Ilt aItti

tlvila'ii ll cil na d tyn LI l p i'er I a 1 I't' estpc' Id Ht II hI loI I I tI d I cipt'
IttIle I i iCa t sa il tsfat'ttm ' I'2 i'iV ttli llls a, I' at III[],_ d

Theha I11 choice of hed Ntab' ispi't1111MWIMldL pIU ikls is 1ccici 0t'ti tilt'

spI c vehic I e , its Il yHI lllSd I Iic It a I 'lalliiit I-, Iaivc iflI) I II lit thlltdt
anL d he )SIaiotl tickets NIilI' 'ickets flit'i Vhlix'avanaei.ial

0. AusMylil ~ 111v1ttLf I lFf I-ClItUIr ILC -,olSllk srll1 11 ilI ls aa 1 1it I t Ic -iital ' [IC 1 It IC I

orb(IIit u escape. ~ ltlec)III'l

7. I'l(, urn ro nd ~ap ulcCW2 & 1 11111 0V' IVIIie CC-114

Sll'lg m ~ II11 yl11i, V s'L1V U C P , A 1LI v a ttlu v Ip
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9. The escape rockets must be installed s6 that:'

S The -asltn thrust goes tfrougl' he.0
_____ ________ b. The-o.. .-aa-trnf-dto4-P lhy sitruqturge

Q. Th ocket is therrna y protected sott ffiWeprope-Yant
temperature does not exceed the alloxvabbe temp~erazture.

d. The rocket thrust can be ducted out Of the capsaLot.

to, Thrust gimballing is n1ot 0 nccessity since the adverse effects of thrust
misalignmen(-IL tdo ntIO tead to Load facLorS inl Qxcess Of hunt11anl tleranlc
SiM itS. Although sonlie of thu loW altUItud SCpIIation t ra vcl 1es gave'

pool1 ,W[Ujttde I1('fiili ltothutc olen tu~ect it is belIieve%'d

that adjust mieatis in1 triml anlgle of attaLc k \VUald ClI ia t th1W LC LI b1le-Wo

I Supa rat ion iliaelace a ad disconnecC1 teeli (tIeSi WhItCh SoatS\ HiC ITh c-

qItiiluh11 ieiiteflt 101 C (5(41 ' iliig all Icliiiiil pha CI5Wer LIe siglld Lind ha \e
tipll)1 cation" to fu1t1r1cofiuains

12. I'lie hip'l tu'illw)' x I~ t' (2 Ilvi lotluenlit 'Nti Hacatd x i t I e idk~ ii icoo ld

hot tr'.1is at1 1iiHltlW wakes; the ii.-w ()f ejpiosi"vi' die'iioci iVkC(' ("-

e1iiiLAV diuiililt. isolate w lays;nl -hpd clal.ge can In' h

1.1 Meh lay 1,MI doul NLa a ediie toI W lilt (it'A ratel Iii I'j1!1k he)1 lug 1i'eop ;

(11010111i1C killitl d nil- v'seIleCted IMi die L' i~ 1' [11115 studyV. A

lUiopWHIiit LlCttilatLL gas geliercitiir is 1osed to sti.1pul high1 lloxsiic a

the diIconnect. devices aIS 0 liCealIq Wt actoILth[.

.1. Realistic s 81-1cttIIrA I dSin techuui(qIis ale apl lcahle 10) allsae

(.'iipsil( coiiccpi. [hel tirnai'iitildl and pod capsulle Cocietttlmt cause

siti'ictial Icomlplicationls wv ith reCsultantl weighit Iwelalli c 5

15. The uptLilnIuin cap)sule CuitfigurnLi io10is friiiii 0hC Staiul)skiiii 01t Stl euclura

anad disconnect techniquc.s ai ihc supoa 'iiioul oIte:ihuce( ar 1- li -t1V~ a
11)5( coliclts. Thcsu arc 01tIIIIlII ilux icthu iiliQIcifac is a s ugic

planle Wihich It implifies all disconnlect pr-ohie nia.

I6 The pod capsule concept and1( inidiat tol culilel hoi tunas siinicliuwe arc
not an idea I combination. It imnpose aC' Li t I-I oal weigh iC enalt y on t he

framecs of the forebody.
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17. The turnaround capsule configuration presents a very difficult and
com--plex interfe. Structural and disconnects techniqw'st ire feaile,
however, they are complex and consequently penalize reliability and
escaipe MternO weight much more than any of the other configuration.

18. Preliminary designi studies Including a structural design phase are
required to establish a good weight comparison between the various
capsule concepts.

19. A general analysis of primary flight vehicle attitude deviations prior
to separation and flight p)ath characte ri sties after Oiprnl should be
luade. 'Phe( altitude prior to sep~aration influences the loadig (luring the
dIisconnec0t pAse. The1 prVimfary veicele flight path characteristics
after ' 81)tIraitthll d('tori'flie what are good separation tra;je-'ctories4 ill
terms of separation distance., 'This im especially signifficant in the
boo(st phase15 wIIu( the thrust canl Vary fr'om 'Vcro to 11111 tlt 'lLst and the
altitude canl vary iludil!" tililig.

2. A study is ''eqo re of the etiect of vehicle structural conlcept. oil Ohw
,At Iiet1t~ (Vrit id diiseolneet teclinlicilue . 'I'lie thiree has ic sti'lic-
turad conceplts Would he:

a. tPruss
ht, Secmuit-A1 olocoqule
C. rl oflQCO(JLWl S1iiidhViCii

Associated with the vlariable Of strucrl(AV1 concepIt is1 the additional1
var'iable oi thterm-al protection. There are three possibili ties.

a. Hot
b). Passively InsulatedI
e. Ablation Cooled

21- Ali experimental investigation Is necessary to determine the design
criteria applicable to m-echanical disconnect devices for operation inl a
high temperature environment. Data regarding materials, size and
toler'ances between moving parts should be determined.

22. A firm requirement exists for the development of explosives capable of
operating in a high temperature environmnt.
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